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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our !1st Year

Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, July 27, 1970

Vandalism Occurs
Over Weekend

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

The 1969 Volkswagon owned by
Bill Ragland, Jr., was reported to
have been damaged while parked
at the City Park sometime between eight p.m. Friday and one
p.m. Saturday, according to the
report made to the Murray Police
Department on Saturday at 4:30
D.M.

Slept so hard last night we woke
up this morning groggy with a
crick in our neck.
Guess you might call this restful
sleep in a way,but in another way
it wears you out sleeping so hard.
No one was injured in this two car accident which occurred Saturday at 11:30
a.m. 3 mBes my& et
Lucky the outside dog has Murray on highway 641. Driver of the Rambler
station wagon (left) was Lonnie Ray Tuner af Hales
demonstrated on a number of Trailer Court, Murray and the driver al the Buick
was Louise Ann Keyes of Owosso, Michigan. The
occasions that she is no hunting investigating Kentucky State Trooper's report
said that Turner was traveling north and failed to see
dog. She proved the point again the Keyes car, traveling south, as he attempted
to make a left hand turn into a driveway.
yesterday when curiosity made
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcbeos
her go take a closer look at a
Cotton Tail nibbling grass at the
edge of the woods.

10• Per Copy
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DeMarcus Claims State
Commission On Higher
Education Is Illegal

Ragland told police that all
wires had been cut from the
engine, the carburetor had been
ih:a
it with a hammer, the left door
d been dented, and the running
rd on the left aide had been
!broken.
.1.
James Neal of 302 South 15th
Street reported to the police
Sunday at 9:01 p.m. that someone
had thrown a water balloon
through a door of his home
breaking the glass.

Mrs. Neva Putnam
Dies On Sunday

May File
Suit To
Stop It

Mrs. Leslie R. t Neva V.)
Putnam of 1508 Chestnut Street,
Murray, died Sunday at one p.m.
at the Ohio State University
Hospital, Columbus, Ohio.
The deceased was 80 years of
age and was preceded in death by FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - House
her husband on November 21, Minorrty
Leader
Harold
1969. She was a member of the DeMarcus, R-Stanford, said
She goes down and takes a look
First United Methodist Church, today a nine-member legislative
and the Rabbit jumps about ten
Murray, and of the Murray commission on higher education
feet away and stops. Apparently
Magazine Club.
Leon Dugan Witherspoon,
composed entirely of Democrats
the Rabbit is sure of itself, since
Joe Jaggers, football Coach at Grogan of Murray with
Mrs. Putnam is surviveil by is. illegal and he may go to court
a 153while brother of Police Capt. James
it seemed in no great hurry to Bardstown High School, won the Don Robinson, also
one daughter, Mrs. H. L.(Louise) to prove it.
of Murray Witherspoon of Murray, was
move. It finally hopped off into Murray Invitatio
Carter of Greenville, N. C.; two
off tour- shot a 158 for second place. -C. killed in an accident in Vietnam
Four members of the comBy United Press International
the underbrush to the great nament _rester:la)''
sow, Paul Putnam of San mission, created to study the role
a .one- Coleman took third in the second on July 20.
Widely scattered showers and
under-oar 143 for the 36 ofes of flight with a 160.
puzzlement of Lucky.
Prifricisco, Calif., and Loren of higher education in Kentucky
Dr. Gary Marquardt
the tournament. Corky Taylor of
Putnam of Columbus, Ohio; one and particularly the University of
Reports are that he fell from a thundershowers dotted much of
_
Henderson came in second with a
sister, Mrs. Vada Slocum of Louisville, are the chairmen and
Third flight winner was Herb truck. He had been serving in the the nation today. Clear skies
We well remember Sport and how 144 and David Buckingham of Hurley with a 165
Morrison, Ill.; three grand- vice chairmen of the House and
1
2 were common only in the
and numerup United States Navy for 15/
Northeast, the
Murray, the first round leader. was B. J. Farless
North and
children, Stephen Putnam, Miss Senate appropriations and
with a 166. years. He was 32 years of age.
(Continued on Page Six)
Central Plains and along the
finished third with a 145. Taking Winner of the Fourth
Pamala Carter,and Mrs. Charles revenue committees. All four
Flight was Funeral services were held
fourth plam in the tidni-piortrip Charles King with a 163
G-rfiior"-..0=sst
Dria,r, cale
ior.ialp
'vivo
.in.
di
at
MOI
stauitisori, Demoerrats.
the
Min
and C. M.
—
•
!Mamas Max McDade of Fulton Blanton was seccmd with ä161 Farrerar "Home, Princeton, wl Johriathan Leland-Driver:-• The other-Itelhbitats were
with a 147.
Showers
were
reported
Funeral
from
services
will be held' named by House Speaker Julian
Rev. Leslie Lorigard officiating.
Jaggers put together a one
Tuesday at two p.m. at the chapel Carroll of Paducah, who apBurial was in the Princeton the Ohio River Valley to the
under 71 round Saturday and a
South
and
the Southeast; across
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral pointed three House Democrats
Memorial Gardens.
,
A two car accident was in- par 72 round Sunday for the win.
the North-Central Plains to the
Home with Dr. Samuel R. and Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford of
vestigated Saturday at 11 a.m. at
Buckingham shot a tremenSurvivors are two daughters, Central Rockies, in the interior
Dodson. Jr., officiating. '
Owensboro, who named two
the intersection of North 4th and dous 68 Saturday to lead the
Sherry and Therisa Witherspoon, of the Southwest and along the Dr. Hugh L. Houston, president Pallbearers will be Lindy
Olive Streets by the Murray opening round but fell back with a INDIANTOWN GAP, PA. both of Norfolk, Va.; mother, Washington and Oregon Coast. of the Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Carr, Russell Ternune, Paul Senate Democrats.
During an interview here,
Police Department. No injuries 77 in the final round Sunday.
Most rainfall was light. Inc., has announced the addition Shahan, John Winter, Bob Bear, DeMarcus
( AHTNC)--Cadet Larry D. Mrs. Sarah Frances Witherspoor
said he had recomwere reported.
Winner of the first flight was Wilson, 20 , son of Mr. and Mrs. of Princeton; five brothers,
Heaviest rains were in the to the medical staff of Dr. Gary and Gillard Ross.
mended Rep. Arthur Schmidt,
Cars involved were a 1970 Ford Gary Walhauser with a 150.
Charles B. Wilson, Hazel, Ky., is James of Murray, Robert of Midlands where nearly an inch Marquardt in General Practice.
Interment will be in the Murray R-Cold Spring, for one comfour door hardtop driven by Cecil Ray Welch carded a 151 to take receiving six weeks practical Princeton, Home and Finus of tell on Valentine, Neb., and
Dr. Marquardt was born in
with
the mission position and understood
Outland of Murray Route One second place and Charles An- application in military leadership Gary, Ind., and Charles of slightly more than one-half inch Cincinnati, Ohio and the son of Mausoleum
and a 1965 Ford two door hardtop derson took third with a 155.
at the Army Reserve Officer Louisville; four sisters, Mrs. doused Minneapolis and Roches- Mrs. C.A. Marrquardt and the arrangements by the J. H. that Sen. Clyde Middleton,
Churchill Funeral Home where R-Fort Mitchell, was in line for
driven by Patye Wall Overcast of
Second flight leader was Jerry Training Corps
advanced Claude Storms of Princeton, Mrs. ter, Minn., and Mason City, late-Dr. C.A. Marquardt, who friends may call after eight
a.m another.
511 Whitnell, Murray.
summer camp at Indiantovm Hugh McGowan of Hopkinsville, Iowa.
practiced in Augusta,..Ketncuky
DeMarcus said it "stunned"
on Tuesday.
The police report said the
Gap, Pa.,from June 20 to July 31. Mrs. H. B. Lipford of St. Louis,
for 35 years.
The family has requested that him July 9 when Ford and Carroll
Overcast ear was traveling east
He is one of approximately Mo., and Mrs. Agnes Lynch ot
ore than one-half inch of Dr. Marquardt was reared
in In lieu of flowers that donations annotinced these selections,
on Olive Street and attempted to
17,000 young men expected to Gary, Ind.
rain hit Deming, N. M., early Augusta,
Kentucky
and be made to the Lions Club .Eye leaving him "speechless".
cross North 4th colliding with the
attend ROTC summer camps at
today.
"The commission is illegal,"
graduated from Augusta High Bank.
Outland car going north on North
various military installations
Partly sunny, numia ana School in 1960. He
DeMarcus
asserted. "If any
received
his
4th Street.
throughout the nation.
warm to hot weather was premedical training
state money is spent supporting
at Centre
Damage to the Outland car
While at camp, the cadet will
expected for most of the nation College, Danville,
the committee, I will see that a
Kentucky and
was on the left rear, but no
train as a small unit leader and
today, the weather bureau said. graducated with
suit is filled to stop it."
an A.B. Degree
damage to the Overcast car was Six persons, injured in ac- instructor in realistic exercises,
Legislative rules of both
in 1964. He was a member of SAE
listed on the police report.
cidents, were treated at the and receive command exchambers require representation
Fraternity. He was then adperience
and an Opportunity to
emergency room of the Murraymitted to the University of Four-H Club members in the on committees proportional to
Calloway County Hospital over apply classroom knowledge in
Kentucky
School of Medicine and Purchase Area" Will be given party strength in numbers,thus it
the weekend, according to the field.
U. Steven A. Olson, grandson
received his M.D. Degree in 1968. raining in Clothing Judging would appear that Republicans
Wilson lg a student at Murray
hospital officials.
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Sledd, 704
toilAnd Frew; International
Following this he served a one Tuesday, July 28, at Mayfield at were entitled to at least two and
Saturday at 9:45 a.m. Dan-en State University, Murray, Ky., Poplar Street, Murray, has been
year internship at Memorial the RECC Building by Mrs. possibly threw members on the
and-is
working
toward a degree in reported killed in combat
'Harrison, age nine, of Kirksey
action
Hospital in Savannah, Georgia. Catherine C. Thompson, Ex- commission. In the 1970 General
Route One was treated for a business management.
in Vietnam on July 22.
Kentucky: Variable cloudiness In 1969 he returned to St. Joseph tension Agent Specializing in Assembly there were 15
black eye, injury to the right
The young man had been and warm through Tuesday. Infirmary, Louisville, Kentucky, Clothing & Textiles, and Mrs. Republicans in the
38 member
wrist,and multiple abrasions and
serving with the 101st Airborne Scatteredthundershowers today where he recently completed a Dean Roper, Extension Agent in Senate and 28
Republicans out of
contusions. He wast4iorted to
11) cilia in_Viptnam fqrjbe nazi
11r1Ifittettlilegr vritcr Er:mynas -ruirc oeerr- ran
Training for girls ages 10-14
six weeks. He completed Officers and"d11"4"laa
evening hours.
iliii‘Highs today Medicine.
°e614.- raa"1"664"111.1.1119".
motorcycle while riding a
Candidate School at Fort Sill, and Tuesday upper 80s and low Dr. Marquardt is married
Gov. Louie B. Nunn has also
to will be given from 10:00a.m. to
Nine reported wF kend Lraffic bicycle.
Oklahoma, on May 1, 1970. ..e 904. Lows tonight upper 60s and the former Brenda Armbruster of 12:00, and girls ages 14-18 will be been critical of the commigsion
deaths and a delayed fatality Billy Suggs of Mayfield Route
entered the service in June of low 70s.
Dover, Kentucky and they have trained from 1:00 p.m. to 3:00 and has indicated he may not
report raised the state toll for the One, age 29, Was treated for
The regular ladies day golf will 1969 after graduating from the
two children, Robbie, age 4 and p.m.
authorize funds for a special
year thus far to 563-compared multiple
abrasions
and be held at the Calloway County University of Missouri. He is a
In order to qualify for the State consultant study the commission
Elizabeth, age 1.
They
are
with 566 through this date last lacerations on Sunday at 12:45 Country Club on Wednesday
Extended Forecast
, July graduate of Ferguson High
members of the Presbyterian Clothing Judging Contest at the will eventually use in making
year.
By United Press International
p.m. after being injured in a 29, with a shot gun tee off at nine School, Ferguson, Mo.
Church
and will be residing in Kentucky State -Pair, members their higher education recomThe fatalities:
motorcycle accident.
a.m. A potluck luncheon will be Lt. Olson is servived by his Extended weather outlook for Gatesborough Estates.
must attend this training school. mendations
to
the
1972
YIDDISH: Larry Chatt, 19, of Saturday at 6:50 p.m. Joe served at noon.
Kentucky
Wednesday
through
All girls taking 4-H Clothing legislature.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Max
Slernp; Lucy Wilson, 21, of Knight, age 23, of Murray Route
Friday:
Persons wishing to play but not Olson, and two sisters, Misses
projects
and
their
4-H
Club
On
the political front,
Dr. Marquardt (pronounced
Cincinnati, Ohio; and Chad Six, was injured in a motorcycle listed in the lineups are
asked to Kathy and Linda Olson, all of Variable cloudiness and warm Mar'quart) has
Leaders are urged to attend.
DeMarcus said he felt former
offices on the
Salyers,17, of London, were killed accident. He suffered a bruised call the golf
hostess, Betty Atlanta, Ga.; paternal grand- with scattered showers and second
U.S. Sen. Thruston Morton Of
floor of the Clinic building
Sunday when their car ran off Ky. shoulder.
thundershowers most likely
Stewart. If listed, but unable to
Louisville might be enticed into
hours will include
699 in Leslie County near here. Paul Woods of Murray Route play, please call Mrs. Stewart. parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.C. Olson during the afternoons and and his
Two
Cited
of WoodRiver, Ill.; and his
running for the Republican
Saturday afternoon. He is on the Calloway County
HADDIX: Hem-jetty Pennock, Three, age 18, was treated for
Sheriff Clyde nomination for
The lineups are as follows:
maternal grandparents, Mr. and . evenings. Lows in the morning medical staff at Murraygovernor.
25, of Quecksand, Ky., was killed abrasions to both forearms on
Steele and his deputies, Calton
upper 60s and low 70s. Highs in
No. 1 tee
"We still have Thruston
Mrs. Sledd.
Calloway County Hospital and Morgan and Maurice
Sunday in a two-car collision on Friday at 5:30 p.m. He was in- Carol Hibbard, Jackie
,.aTe.4109,
afternoons
upper
the
_
80s
low
and
Wilson,
Ran- Funeral arrangements
Morton," he said, "Wlin_p08S/114
Ky. 15 near this Breathitt Cwt
alai 12c_ re4chtlikAt353-78711 alter c$dtw-for - publfc T believe was never
-amide* en High-Adam, and i op
.
out of the
office-Miss at the Clinic.
Community.
drl)ikennes
s
over
the
weekend. race completely.
way 121 North reported in Frances Miller.
I have never
TRAM: Billy Ray Burchett, 3, Saturday's Ledger & Times.
*Betty Lowry, Mona Purdom,
seen an old politician who's been
of Ivel, Ky., died Sunday of in- Sunday at 7:45 p.m. two young Lou Doran, and Juliett Wallis.
in as long as Thruston Morton
juries he received Saturday in a girls were treated after being
tee
has...if the call went out just right
two-car collision near this Floyd injured in a bicycle accident.
Charlene Doss, Inus Orr, Edna
he'd raise up his head like an old
County Community on U.S. 23. Mary Calhoun, age seven, suf- Knight, and Jenny Smock.
firehorse and come right back."
SOMERSET: John Greer, 29, fered multiple abrasions, and
No. 3 tee
DeMarcus also said he feels
of King's Mountain, Ky., was Connie Calhoun, age ten, had no Peggy Billington, Helen Pugh,
BY DONNA MeKEOWN
Medford. Tenn.: master of
d matter for some deliberFord "unquestionably" is ahead
killed Sunday when his car ran apparent injuries. Both are of Nancy Fandrich, and Eleanor
arts from George Peabody
ate consideration.
of Bert Combs in the Democratic
College, Nashville, Tenn.,
off U.s. 27 in eulaski County, four Farmington Route One.
Dr Ralph A Tesseneer.
Diuguid.
"It would be simple to
gubernatorial primary at this
and
doctorate
a
from
Loumiles south of Somerset.
46,
is
the
No. 4 tee
newest member
follow the pattern set-down
stage. He said he would prefer
isiana State University, BaLAF'AYE1TE: Anthony Wayne
of the top-echelon staff
Veneta
Sexton,
Nancy
opposing combs, if be were a
ton Rouge. La.
by other institutions," he
Coombe, 19, of LaFayette, was
Haverstock, Reba Overbey„ancl
which will run Northern
candidate, because "Combs has a
He also has completed
drawled in a deep voice
killed in a car-tractor collision
Euva Nell Mitchell.
post-doctoral work at UniKentucky State College
lot of Skeletons."
heavy with Southern acSaturday on a rural Christian
Jerelene Sulliven, Elizabeth
versity of California and a
He assumed his $28.500
cent.
County road near here.
Slushrneyer, Euldene Robinson, post
tour of colleges and univeras vice president cal ac"But we hope ours can be
HOPKINSVILLE• Robert W. EDGARTO'NN, Mass. UPI ) and Norma Frank.
sities in Europe.
ademic affairs on July 1.
Bond Sales
Henderson, 74, of Kirksmanville, —Sen. Edward M. Kennedy has No. 5 tee
somewhat different... we
DESPITE HIS travels,
But
the
Alabama
native_
hope
our curriculum can be
Ky., died Saturday of injuries been released from his one - Jean Wilson, Irene (1hitwood,
neer has a...,"downThe_ citizens Qt.—Calloway
pproprlafirn
suffered July 18 in a two - car year's probation for leavilit the Sue Brown; and Betty Jo Pur- Te-ffiiikTrig fey; predialiTris
on the curriculum content
home" air abodthiwi
County bought $7,595 of Series E
collision on Ky. 107, 14 miles scene of the accident that dom.
TESSENEER is admittedof the college ... for a few
And he particularly enand H Savings Bonds and Notes
north of Hopkinsville in Christian resulted in the death of Mary No. 6 tee
ly a flexible educator,
months anyway.
joys the 36-acre Grandview
during June. Sales for the six
Jo Kopechne.
County.
trying to sift the wheat
Farm that he. his wife
Evelyn JUlieS, Betty Scott, Nell
month period totaled $97.738 or
"IT WILL TAKE a little
NICHOLASVILLE: Samuel Dukes County officials sairi Roach, and Margaret Shuffett.
from the chaff id current
Laura, and their three chilWhile before I know exactly
49.5 percent of the County's
higher education requireLeslie Fisher, 18, of Harrod- Saturday Mrs. Helen G. No. 7 tee,
dren rent in Union.
annual goal of $197,200. Sales a
ments.
sburg, was killed Saturday when Tyra, the probation officer, Martha Battle, Beth Belote, what the requirements (for
"It's a mighty pleasant
degree) will be," said Tesyear ago were $117,036
place." said Tesseneer.
Before coming to NKSC,
his car ran off Ky. 169 and struck wrote to District Court Judge Madelyn Lamb, and Lynn seneer.
leaning back In his
"Those cows look so
he was dean of the Gradutwo cars, a truck and a tractor, Samuel M. Flacksman saying Houston.
chair and folding his arms. .
comfortable .....s kind of
ate School at Murray State
two miles east of Nicholasville. Kennedy had fulfilled the terms No. 8 tee
He's about six feet tall
relaxing."
University where he first
Jackson: Maurice Whitter Hall, of probation established by
Rochelle Wright, Urbena with broad shoulders and 3
"butted heads" with Dr.
52, of Lost Creek, Ky., was killed Judge James A. Boyle.
square
face.
Koenen, Billie Cohhoon. and
Five Cited
Frank Steely. now his boss.
Saturday five miles north of
The release from probation Glenda Chrisp.
His attire, influenced hy
Steely was head of the
Now
Know
You
County
a
Breathitt
in
cleared the way for Kennedy to Vo. 9 tee
Jackson in
his teen-age children, he
history department there.
Five persons were cited by the
Ralph Tesseneer
By United Press International
re-apply for a Massachusetts Bobbie Garrison, Bettyi confessed, was an avacado
car-bus collision on Ky. 15.
Murray Police Department over
'...
can
different'
be
Republic
The
of
Sudan,
the
in
IN ADMIRATION. TesseCAIRO: Thomas Engle, 23, of driver's license but before it can Hunter; Sadie West, and Jane colored suit and shirt and a
the weekend. They were two for
neer describes KSC's Northeast Africa, takes its
wide white tie. •
Clay, was killed last Sunday be issued. Kennedy will have to Fitch. drinking in public, one for no
;s:,,Flai..logy major. Tespresident as "one of the name front. an Arable expreswhen his car ran off U.S. 41-A in undergo a hearing and pass a .Frances Hulse, Betty Hinton,
:Oro e: bias a string of deoperator's license, one for assault
SHAPING UP a brand
most
able
sion
"Bilad
Sudan,"
as
presidents
which
the
in
driver's test
southern Henderson Coup_
Polly Zanetta, and Alice Purdom. new college, he admitted, is
and battery, and one for no city
state
means "country of the blacks." grees Bachelor of arts.
from Tufts University,
auto sticker .
0

Joe Jaggers Wins Murray
InvitationalHere Sunday

- Two Car Accident
Occurs On Saturday

rother of Local
an Is Killed

Scattered Showers
Dot Nation Today

Dr. Marquardt
loins Staff At
Medical Clinic

Larry D. Wilson
At Summer Camp

Six Persons Are
Treated For
Injuries Here

Nine Traffic
Deaths-Occur
Across State

Grandson, Local
Couple Killed
In Vietnam

*

*

Four-H Clothing •
Training Planned

WEATHER REPORT

Lineups Given For

At Calloway Club

To gear NKSC curriculum to 70's

Kennedy Released
From Probation
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Hearing Set For Four-Lane
Between Benton And Murray
A bearing on the proposed construction of a
PIS million four-lane highway between Benton
and Murray will be held Aug. 19 at the University High School in Murray.
According to Thomas Scott, First District
highway engineer, the hearing, scheduled for
1:30 p.m., will be for the purpose of witnessing
public reaction to the proposal.
Since the project is still in the proposal
stage, Scott said the transcript of the public
hearing will be submitted to the U. S. Bureau
of Public -Roads along with the state s recommendation regarding the route.
The highway department previously considered converting the existing U. S. 641 between
Murray and Benton into a four-lane highway
by adding two traffic lanes to the existing
roadway. However, Scott said, the new plan
to build a four-lane highway similar in cross-

section design to Interstate 24 won preference
in the department following a route study by
department crews.
Scott said the plan calls for the new highway to be constructed approximately 500 to
2,000 feet from the present U.S. 641, and parallel to the current roadway.
Reasons given by Sant for the complete
construction of a four-lane highway with the
proposed route to be presented at the public
hearing were:
—The cost will be about the same with the
public receiving a better road comparable to
that of 1-24.
—Under the plan of four-laning the existing
641 route, about 115 families would be displaced, but under the proposed route only about 15

WITH HELEN STACY

Mental health
ewe legging
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)
A shortage of trained health experts is hindering effective care
in mental disease, according to
a panel of psychiatrists. Dr.
Irving Phillips of the University
of California's Langley Porter
institute says there are about
1.4 million children who need
psychiatric care but less than
50,000,ars getting it,

WEST LIBERTY, Ky.-The
city limits. The late W.E. BenFbrestry Division of the Kentley, of West Liberty, who had
kicky Department of Natural
visited Ohio's big elm, returned
SUBIIDIPTIote KaTES: Airy Darner in Murray, per week 36g.
Pelsources is looking for the "Big
per
Munn 31.04. In Cauoway alto
home to find the Morgan elm had
enjoining Gamut* per year, *LW.
Trees
of
Kentucky."
The place to circumference of 17 feet.
ZamaI a 4. $14.Uu. nleewbere Wino. All service
subscription& OM
look is Morgan County--"the a
Unfortunately, the elm, which
-Tha umetaashog tans amyl et a Gesamoaley
Bluegrass County of the MounUm
summer spread its limbs in a
Tonight thru Wed.
lasegrity sl $ta Newspaper"
tains." There is a poplar tree so last
seemingly perfect circle, had two
large it would take a logging crew
o encircle it; an elm tree so tall it large limbs clipped. Located in a
main...xuaor
MONDAY — JULY 27, 1970
area, the owner,
OP
,
almost dwarfs the nearby level but low
•
lAchani Casks - lesnma
Carter, (retired) of
Sam
Col.
hills...and, if you want to look a
cind MN,Kamm*
having the
little closer to the ground, a tree Florida, was
surrounding acres filled in and
root
that
is
like
a
long
rope
atfamilies would have to be disA C.A.,CAmir •e'.
tached to hearts of transplanted developed which meant filling
placed.
LEDGER Si TIMES FILE
A Now.GAnAvo
WM
.
narrow dirt road.
Kentuckians wherever they are, over the former
110•01*V. alet
—The new route can be bulit
A new roadway was surveyeds
ever
pulling
them
back
to
the
without disturbing the normal
through the middle of the
tills of home.
traffic pattern because the
property and due to an
traffic could operate on the
!Ass Mildred Hatcher, a former Murrayan, now of Clarksville,
engineering error the road
If I seem pompous, conceited passed too close to the elm.
existing 641 while construction
Tenn., has been selected for "W he's Who of American Women".
d toplofty about those trees, Rather than destroy the tree, the
of the new route was carried
aie is coming to Murray State this fall as an assistant p rofessor of
e who think they have bigger owner had two limbs removed.
on
r sir
in their county can put me in
The 10 toll mile stretch of
Mrs. George E. Overbey got a hole in one while playing golf
He was unaware of the.
nw place -by proving it.
construction will begin just
with Mrs. /dice Purdorn at the Callowey C,ountyCountry Club.
historical significance of the tree,
Tonne and Wed.
For instance, is there another which weathered battles between
north of Murray and extend
Miss Vickie Ann Workman i was honcred with a party in
poplar
other
tree
county
in
any
two miles south of Benton.
celebration of her 5th birthday on July 24 at the home of her
two Indian tribes and skirmishes
SUM/ RIVE PIESOITS
that is between 20 and 25 feet in between Union and Confederate
The proposed new fonr4ane
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Workman.
JAP1ES
ST'EWART
circumference and between 75 forces in the Civil War. Its
highway will have two 24-foot
Rev. and Mrs. A. G. Childers of Gibson, Tenn., and Mrs. Bob
HENRY
FONDA
and 100 feet tall?
wide driving lanes separated
Gam and children are spending two weeks at the B otter worth
vantage point was its location
by a 64-foot depressed median
cabin on Kentucky Lake. Mr. Gass will arrive by plane from Fort
midway in the bottom below
and will be started on in three
Lauderdale, Fla., where the Gass family now lives, for the
Last winter while hiking Tight heights from which warring men 'THE CHEYENNE
to four years as estimated by
SOCIAL all
weekend.
Hollow
in' Daniel Boone National shot their arrows and bullets.
.
.AMIN nil WV lira Istu,r
a highway department official.
Forest,
I
saw
Dr.
Roger
Mtatam•
tip
Barbour
Scott gave a rough estimate
and Dr. Bruce Poundstone, of the
of two years to construct the
On
the
Walter
Lyons
farm,
University of Kentucky, try to
new highway.
encircle a yellow poplar that Route 3, West Liberty, stands a
Starts Wednesday
If the proposal to be prestands beside the trail. As large tall pine that the oldest resident
LEDGER * TIMES FILE
sented at the public bearing
remembers
as being a tall pine
"A Boy Named
as that tree is, it cioes not compauses the test of public reacpere with the Ingram poplar in when he was a boy. The pine
tion
and
U.
S.
Bureau
of
Pule
,
figures ina r•''
1 wes.
Charlie Erctsm"
Morgan thunty,c...,
.
lic Roads safety.standards, the
----•.Ths--Rarlph H. Waces, president of Murray State College;
--Ore Ky. Route 7,- about three
work
will be done under state
presented diplomas to 131 graduates at Murray State today.
miles north of West Liberty, a
supervison with the state and
Mayfield and Fulton kept their red-hot struggle for first place in
More than a year ago, I vysited 'tree's root has grown from the
federal government splitting
the Kitty League last night as both clubs won double headers.
the big poplar near Maytown, mother tree around a rock cliff
the costs, Scott said.
"Like the new Fords with the roll back fenders", from the
THE ATRI
about 12 miles southwest of West for some distance above ground.
column, "Seen & Heard Around Marray".
Liberty.
Accompanied by the root itself is an big as a tree
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is Joan Davis and Andy Devine
Pollyanna Mays, wild then was 5, truck. The root invariably makes
Tonite and Tues.
in "The Traveling Saleswoman"
ALMANAC
we hiked around a man-made one think of the many Ken lake built by her grandfather, the tnekians who moved away but
By United Press International
late Willard Ingram, and around who never severed the roots of
Today is Monday, July 27, the
Jutak.
f
a beautiful hill to a large grove, home.
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,
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208th day of 1970 with 157 to
There,
among
many
large trees,
if
"
3
'
114
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%
t
follow.
-c;sess.
is a poplar that started to grow The Ing ram poplar is located in
The moon is between its last
• °Name WA
more than 200 years before a secluded section that would
quarter and new phase.
nomour
WIC
Daniel Boone began his scouting
wit
The morning star is Saturn.
God resisteth the proud, but glveth grace unto the humble.A FARE RACE — Bob Scharf, 33, a Washington, D.C., in Kentucky. Nine years ago make a beautiful small park
The evening stars are MercuJames 4:6.
its grove of giant trees, lake area
amateur runner, proved that he could beat a city bus
biologists from the University of and surrounding hills.
The
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Even God hates pride. It is a silly fault of weak people. It kills
Feature at 8 p.m.
into town. He beat it by 11
/
2 miles, or 11 minutes in its
Kentucky
visited the tree and Morgan elm also is situated in a
On this date in history:
friendship and stands in the way of real success. We should
50-minute trip. He rode the bus back
calculated its age. The tree, they setting that would lend itself to a
In 1789 the U.S. Department
studiously cultivate humilit,
said, was 430 years old-maybe it city park.
Starts Wednesday
of Foreign Affairs was estaalready
has
passed
its
440th
the
became
the
and
later
blished. It
In any event, such trees
and wool operations.
birthday.
Department of State.
giant pine should be researched
His personal wealth is estidiversity of racial and ethnic
In 1909 Orville Wright set a
and accorded roadside markers.
mated at 8200 million. Until he
background of the cast and
world record by staying aloft in
What is the secret to a tree's Now let's hear from other
met Salzbank, a struggling New
crew..
a plane one hour, 12 minutes
counties in this great Corn
York lawyer and a son of an longevity?
Just Releasing Film
and 40 seconds.
nun wea It h.
the
something
in
There
"farmer"
is
the
Idaho
immigrant,
"We're just releasing the
In 1953 after two years and 17
always had played a lone wolf makeup of a tree that allows it to'
'film," the singer said. And
days of negotiations, the war in
game, refusing all partnerhip grow and thrive if unmolested by
every woman who sees
Korea was declared ended.
By DEAN C. MILLER
man and disease-chiefly man.
it breaks into tears. So do some
In 1954 Briteni and Egypt
UPI Business Editor
The fact that many old trees still
the inert."
agreed on ending the 72-year NEW YORK (CPU—So great
stand indicates they have
Belafonte's image undergoes
By VERNON SCOTT
English control of the Suez s the convenience drive in the
curative powers and perhaps
Donation from Watchmaker
UPI Hollywood Correspondent a dramatic change in his new
Canal.
United States that 10 of the 100 LOS ANGELES (UPI) —A preventive chemistry to outHOLLYWOOD (UPI) —Harry picture.
A thought for the day: aouncls of potatoes each AmeriHe portrays a hoodlum who
Belafonte, balladeer and civil
'swiss firm which manufactures..wpart illness and insects.
Alsxandre Dumas said, "Bus- n
4
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average
are
oxen
en
here is a quotation (not
they
donated
has
Wristwatch
movies, after
a
decade's turn a good deed before being other people's money.
vagnew
reach the kitchen.
absence, with his sense of allowed to enter heaven. It is a
$4,800 to cancer research and to verbatim) that says it takes a
Some of this undoubtedly is
humor showing.
Belafonte unseen in movies or
the National League of Fami- tree many years to grow big and
due to the many working wives.
"I stayed away from picture: television previously.
lies of American Prisoners and tall and a fool only a minute to cut
They don't have time to Missing in Southeast Asia.
it down
Pleased with the picture and
for 10 years because I felt
prepare fresh potatoes Arid Morris Buchinger,president
...strongly about the kind of film himself, Belafonte will make Model officer
many wives who don't work
I wanted to do," said Hand- another movie later this year, scaresspeeders
of the Windert Watch Co.,
outside the family kitchen want presented one check for 40,000 The Ingram poplar near
co-starring with Sidney Poitier
some Harry.
KYOTO, Japstr(UP1)-Po1in a comedy Western, "Buck ice erected a life-sized model to escape it.
Swiss francs (22,400) to Mrs. Maytown measured better than
But Jules Salzbank, president Stephen Hanson of El Toro, 20feet in circumference a decade
. "I didn't see too many people and the Preacher."
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of a traffic cop near a bridge
As I watched young
From the sound of Bela- on a major highway in an of J-S Industries, Manhasset, Calif., who represents the ago.
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around
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that
Pollyanna
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prisoners
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was amused by the fact that Cassidy and the Sundance Kid." eyes and Sam Browne belt on
is 10,000 Swiss Francs, was to the
French fries.
York and looking
the
movie industry
City of Hope for cancer building in New
could
the -dummy were covered with
Since Salzbank's company
at the traffic below-toy wheels
struggle along without him.
luminous paint to attract night the third largest frozen potato
moving slowly...Pollyanna a twoALMANAC
"Because my living didn't
drivers.
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producer in the country, right
inch doll who had to wave her
depend on pictures I decided to
Since°reside Foods ttr.T.-`444"4"161'
Stel finch?see ter beside-theearl my own shots. "rhe last thing
Heinz) and a private company
RifiGEWOOD, NJ.(Url)--: giant poplar.
I did was 'Odds Against ADULTS 11:41
owned by John R. Simplot of l;a rliage collection
here inTomorrow.' That was in 1960," he NURSERY 7
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Boise, Idaho, his statement cludes an "emergency truck"
said.
located in
is
Elm
Morgan
The
may be suspect. But his that is on call to answer quickWaits for Script
known as the Elam
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mathematics seem to make ly home'owners' complaints o what is
'*I waited for a script or a
Bottom east of West Liberty's
Baby girl Kinney ',Teresa
sense
pickups.
missed
story to really turn me on. I
Kinney-Mother), 104 College
Fresh potatoes, actually 80
belt for the first time there was
Taylor
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Murray;
Baby
Court,
per cent water, sell today for
Announce the appointment of:
- am enormous potential for me
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had to be right. I wanted
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For service and
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expired), 601
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.tined. Now I'm talking tse men
Sycamore Ste Murray; Mrs.
the country's least-known milwith new ears"
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Major League St
By United Press Int
National Lea;
East
W. L
Pittsburgh
55 4.
• Thicago
50 g
Philadelphia
45 5.
Montreal
42 51
St. Louis
41 5'.
West

Ccincinnati
W
70 L
31
Los Angeles
56 4]
Atlanta
San Francisco 48
46 51
Houston
San Diego
4061
45 54
Sunday's Rest
Houston 6 Pittsburgh
Atlanta 8 Chicago 3,
Chicaga 7 Atlanta 6, `,
Los Angeles 5 New '
San Diego 16 Phila
San Fran 6 Montreal
Cinci 12 St. Louis 5
Today's Probable 1
(All Times ED
San Francisco (Pen
New York (Seaver

Los AllIfeler'(Oftee
Philadelphia,(Fryman
p.m.
St. Louis (Briles
Cincinnati (Merritt 1

pliriOnly games schedu
Tuesday'e Gan
San Diego at Montreal
San Fran at New Y(
Los S-ng at
liouston_at Chicago.
St. Louis at Atla, rig
Pitts at Cinci, night
American
E
Baltimore
Detroit
New York
Boston
Cleveland
Washington

W.
62
55
51

l

L.
37
43
46

5
47
° 5
42
7
45 53
West
W. L.
Minnesota
60 33
California
58 41
7 Oakland
54 44
36 63
Kansas City
Milwaukee
36 63
Chicago
35 67
Sunday's Rest
Cleveland 6 Kan City
Cleveland 3 Kan City
Oakland 4 New York
Calif 11 Wash 10, 11
Boston 12 Milwaukee
Baltimore 11 Minn 1
Chicago 4 Detroit 0
Today's Probable
(All Times ED
New York (Stottlei
at California (May 5-6
Baltimore (Palmei
Minnesota (Blyleven
.,•-ilifilersam,•••111101•11.111.••••il .1•1.4

(Only games schedu
Tuesday's Gan
Boston at Oakland, nil
New York at Calif, lin
Wash at Milw, night
Minn at Cleve, night
Kan City at Detroit,
Chicago at Bait, nigh

Major Leag
Leaders
Major League Lea
By United Press Inter
National Leagu
G. AB I
26116 6
.artif" Atr-Clninte, Pit 82 312 4
INI 367 7
Perez, Cin
Hickmn, Chi $9305 6
Gaston, SD . 94 375 5
Grbitwtz, LA 22 311 6
86 292 4
Dietz, SF
Cepeda, Atl 95 363 5
Willms, Chi 98 392 8
97 387 7
Rose, Cin
American Leagi
G. AB]
F.Rbrisn, Bal 84 914 5
Johnsn. Cal 99 395 5
95 377 6
Aprcio, Chi
97 343 7
Ystski, Bos
90 369 6
Oliva, Min
Harper, Mil 93 383 7
97 346 5
Powll, Bal
93 365 6
Smith, Bos
K.Wbrw, Min 92 318 6
93 381 7
Toyer, Min
Home Runs
National League: Be
33; Perez, (In 30; Willi
n; Allen, St.L 27; Ai
26
American League:
Minn 30; Howard, SI
Yastrzemski, Boa 27;
Balt 26; Harper, Mil 21
Runs Batted Is
National League: Be
95; Perez, Cln 94, Will
92; Dietz, SF 81; Allei
Americas League:
Balt' id: Killebrew,
Howard, Wash 76; Hot
and Oliva, Minn 69
Pitching
Notional League: Me
15-8; Simpson, CM 14-2
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Murray Pony League
Wins District Title

r.

Beat Paducah
American 6-5

NFL Players And Owners
Resume Negotiations Today

Major League Standings
By United Press International
National League
East
W. L. Pet. qGB
?ittsburgh
55 45 .550
Murray pushed across four
By RUSS GREEN
while the owners have offered
Thicago
runs in the top of the seventh
50 48 .510 4
UPI Sports Writer
$4.5 over four years.
Philadelphia
45 51 .469 8
PHILADELPHIA (UPI
The players think they should Inning and edged Paducah
Montreal
42 57 .424 12kt2
Time is becoming an important get the increase they're asking American 6-5 to capture the
St. Louis
championship of the district
41 57 .418 13
factor in the pension plan because of the new
TV
West
negotiations between the Na- contracts the owners have Pony League tournament SaturW. L. Pct. GB
tional Football League owners signed with all three networks. day night.
C,cincinnati
70 30 .700 ...
and players.
Los Angeles
56 41 .577 12;s
The Murravans defeated the
With
the
start
of
the
Atlanta
48 51 .485 2111
Paducah stars 4-0 Friday night
exhibition season just 13 days
San Francisco 46 50 .479 22
League Aria winner. Jimmy Puckett, 'resident of the
at Murray to set up the final in
away, the players and owners
AREA LITTLE LEAGUE CHAMPS - The Murray Little
Mayfield-Graves Co. Little League organization, is pictured
Houston
45 54 .455 24'1
the double elimination tournaLeague team defeated Paducah Southern 4-3
resumed negotiations at 10 am
to
presenting the champ's trophy to the Murray team following San Diego
40 61 .396 Nil
win the championship of the Little League Area Baseball
ment.
today in an attempt to hamme
last night's game. John Shepard, Little League district
Sunday's Results
Tournament and advance to Tuesday night's Little League
out
agreement
an
before
some
o
administrator
from Paducah, is shtwn at the extreme right.
Houston 6 Pittsburgh 4
Regional Tournament at Murray opposite the Henderson Little
the exhibition games will
As a result of the victory,
photo by Wendell Givens
Atlanta 8 Chicago 3, 1st
-cancelled.
Murray will host the winner of
Chicag9 7 Atlanta 6, id
The College All-Star game
the Southern Indiana Pony LeaLos Angeles 5 New York 3
Friday night in Chicago was COOPERSTOWN,
gue District in the regional tourN.
Y.
San Diego 16 Phila 2
saved when the NFL Players (UPI) -Ine-tirne Commission- nament Friday.
San Fran 6 Montreal 2
Association agreed to let the er Ford Frick and three former
Cinci 12 St. Louis 5
Kansas
City
Chiefs
start players will be inducted today
Paducah drove three men
Today's Probable Pitchers
practice last Saturday. But the into baseball's Hall of Fame.
across the plate In the first in(All Times EDT
Chiefs will disband after the Slated for
induction along 'ling to go ahead but Murray
San Francisco Perry 1491 at
game if an agreement isn't with Frick were Lou
Boudreau, *ked up a pair in the fourth
New York (Seaver 14-5), 8:05
reached by then.
five-time All-Star infielder and to cut the gap to 3-2. Gary
p.m.
One of the points in dispute is ex-manager;
Earl
Coombs, Lovin slammed a two-run roundh
The district American Legion
Los Angeles (Oeteen 11-7) at
the players' demand for higher former centerfielder
for the tripper in the sixth frame to
baseball
tournament
schedulis
Philadelphia...I Fryman 6-6), 7:35
pay for the exhibition games, New York Yankees
and St. put Paducah on top 5-2 but the
ed to open at Breaks Stadium,
a
p.m.
ince many are played before Louis Cardinal
pitching star Americas le-laws were unable
St. Louis
Braes - BIft itt Wednesday, according to Lum
sellout crowds and the owners Jesse Haines.
.
to stand the onslaught in the
Edwards, local chairman.
Cincinnati (Merritt 15-8), 8:05
in many cities have been Induction ceremonies
were to Final inning.
Mayfield will go against Murp.m.
-- forcing
the
season
ticket be followed by the annual Hall
ray at 6 p.m. Wednesday, in the
Only games scheduled)
holders to buy tickets to a of Fame
Dale McCuiston, Ricky Garopening
exhibition
game
of
the
game
doubleTuesday's Games
couple exhibition games if they between the
elimination tournament. Benton
Montreal Expos land and Jimmy Hewitt paced
San Diego at Montreal, night
want to keep their tickets for and the Chitago
will tackle Paducah in the nightWhite Sox on the Murray attack with two
San Fran at New York, night
the regular season games.
hits each. Randy Smith colcap
Doubleday Field.
.
Los ."..eg at
Tire iietysiaiorS- Winked-int --Plaquas,---of- the.a..oalr of hits lcu• Paducah
four
new
Thursday,
for
his
the
third
losers
will
two
oonsecutive
homes pounded four Phtlettelphlit "(Our
..Houstm_at Chihega..
By
- hours Sunday -the players inductees will
STELLING
be unveiled by American.
'meetart p.m. with the whiners
`and the seventh grand slam of "pitchers for 16 hits.
Si: Louis at Atla, night "
UPI Sports Writer
for an hour in the morning and Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn.
pitted in the second game of the
Pitts at Cinci, night
Willie Mays drove in two runs the players and owners in a
Orlando Cepeda agreed that his career to give Atlanta a 74
4-0 8 3
Also scheduled to be present at Pacfaucah A
doubleheader. Succeeding games Leo Durocher
300 002 0-5 5 3
lead
en
route
to
an
8-3
victory
San
pace
singles
three
with
to
used the right
Wilson. Shelly and Lochart;
joint session for three hours - the ceremonies in
Chapwill be determined by the num- strategy
this
upstate
pell
in
the
and
first
American League
Darnell.
game
of
Montreal.
a
Juan
Francisco
past
Sunday-even though
before a mid-afternoon recess hamlet were National
ber of wins and keses of each Cepeda
League
doubleheader
.
East
Chicago
rallied to Marichal picked up his first win was called.
foiled it.
W. L. Pct. GB team. Starling time for single
since June 14th and fourth of Subcommittees from each President Charles Feeney, BREAKS RECORD
Durocher ordered Bill Hands win the second game, 7-6.
gams
American League chief Joe
will
7:30
be
p.m.
BERLIN (UP11-Karin Bal1 Baltimore
62 37 .626 .
to intentionally walk Hank "I would have walked Hapk the season with a nine-hitter.
group met to discuss their Cronin, former
NL President zar of East Germany broke the
Aaron in the fifth inning, too,"
All games are scheduled to Aaron with two out and
Detroit
55 43 .561 61
/
2
differences on Sunday. Each Warren Giles
runners
and club Pres- women's record for the 100go the regular nine innings.
New York
51 46 .526 10
on second and third in the fifth Cepeda said. "He's the best
subcommittee discussed one idents John
Allyn of the White meter hurdles Sunday with a
Admission will be $1.25 for inning to bring
Boston
50 47 .515 11
up Cepeda, even hitter in the game and you've
specific point of disagreement Sox, John McHale
of ihe Expos time of 12.7 seconds. Miss
adults and 75 cents for children. though the first
Cleveland
47 52 .475 15
baseman hit got to play the percentages."
and they then reported back to and E. J. "Buzzie"
Bavasi of Balzar bested the previous
Ironically, Aaron had a bad
Washington
45 53 459 161
/
2 There is no charge for regular homers off Hands in his first two
their full groups before today's the San Diego Padres.
season games at Brooks Stadi- at bats.
record by one-tenth of a second.
day. He was 0-for-4 in the first
West
session.
W. L. Pct. GB UM.
Cepeda then tagged Hands game and made the last out of
There was also a disagreethe second game as a pinchUmpires for the tournament
Minnesota
60 33 .645
ment whether a strike or
will --be Don Green, Istayneld,
hitter for his brother Tommie
i California
68 41 .686 6
lockout is in process. The
Sammons,
John
after
the Braves had rallied for
Murray, Jamie
7 Oakland
54 44 551 8174
owners claimed the players are
Washer, Benton, and Collis Ray
two runs in the ninth.
Kansas City
36 63 .364 27
on strike and the players claim
ho,CORN BORER WORK
Paducah. All are accredited by
Has a Good Day
Milwaukee
36 63 .364 27
they are being locked out by
boo WEED CONTROL
Meanwhile, Cepeda had one
Chicago
35 67 .343 291
/
2 the Kentucky High School
the
ers.
edia
o
e
wn
m
Athletic Association.
of the best days of his career.
pi, CORN WORMS AND GRASSHOPPERS
Sunday's Results
tors decided to call
By BILL MADDEN
He was 4-for-5 in the first game
Cleveland 6 Kan City 5, 1st
The winner of the district
IN SOY BEANS
"work
it
stoppage"
a
and
le
UPI Sports Writer
and 3-for-4 in the second game.
tournament will advance to the
Cleveland 3 Kan City 0, 2nd
TOBACCO
aer
the
contending
sides decide 'for
Boog Powell, the slugging
Cepeda had seven RBIs in the
Western Kentucky sectional
Oakland 4 New York 3
first baseman for the Baltimore themselves -or in the courts first
game
winch will be held at the home
and
hit
his
Calif 11 Wash 10, 11 inns
second
By IRA MILLER
whether a strike or a lockout is
Fly On Herbicides and Pesticides
Keep Ground
slam of the season. It was the Orioles, drove in six runs in taking
site of the second district chamBoston 12 Milwaukee 5
UPI Sports Writer
place.
pacing the defending American
pion. The sectional winner will
first
time
in
his
14-year
Baltimore 11 Minn 1
career
Vehicles
Out of Your Field!
LIGONIER, Pa. ( UPI)The players, who are currentthat he's hit three homers in League champions to an easy ly
host the state playoffs.
Chicago 4 Detroit 0
Arnold
Palmer
and
receiving $2.8 million a year
Jack
11-1
CALL victory
over
the
According
Minnesota
one
to
Edwards
Amerigame.
Today's Probable Pitchers
Nicklaus won the National
in their pension plan, want it
Twins and upped his
can Legion baseball has beien a Four-Ball golf
(All Times EDT)
championship Billy Williams' three-run ho- leading runs-batted-l league- hiked to $6.45 million a year
a total to
mer and Jim Hickman's two, youths. and, really, did anybody
New York (Stottlemyre 9-9) stopping stone for meg)
expect
run blast -both in the first 86.
at California (May 5-6), 11 p.m. Many have gained a college It to end any other way?
Powell got the Orioles out in three-game
sweep
of
the
Baltimore (Palmer 14-61 at education and gone on to the
On Palmer's home course, inning -gave Chicago a 5-0.
or
coming from
Minnesota (Blyleven 4-3:, 9 majors thrOugh participation in just down the road from where cushion in the second game, but front in the fifth inning when he Yankees by
753-4755
drilled a_base0oxcteCailialg,.tit
th4.166&C8114 11-e saiik
,-grew up and--ad“ Wren; he 1b4.Cabs.
,
,
.- liAlbpsrensftwomesmamonempes.
t.
-w
Paducah,
Roof,
Phil
Both
ome
and
two
runs and- then sixth inning. The win, which
get the split. Glen Beckert, whr
(Only games scheduled I
Hawk Taylor, Metropolis, are and Nicklaus teamed for a 4- was 2-for-3 in the
finalized matters in the eighth was Jim Hunter's 14th on the
Tuesday's Games
first game
under-par
67
Sunday
and
a
both former American Legion
collected five straight hits in the by clouting a grand slam season, was also the sixth in a
Boston at Oakland, night
stars now playing in the major three-stroke victory in the only second contest.
homer.
row for the A's who finally
New York at Calif, night
Learn
event
on
the
pro
golf
tour
leagues.
As the score indicates, Powell seem to be making a run for
Wash at Milw, night
with a 72-hole score of 259, 25 In the other games, Cincinnati routed St. Louis, 12-5, San wasn't the Twins' only nemesis the Western Division pennant.
Minn at Cleve, night
under par.
Diego
blasted Philadelphia, 16- as the Orioles pounded out 16 Jarvis Tatum's bloop double
Kan City at Detroit, nig.ht
-The tour's two biggest names
2,
Los
Angeles topped New hits off five Minnesota pitchers in the bottom of the llth inning
Chicago at Bait, night.
-with combined earnings of
York, 5-3, San
Francisco and handed Twins' ace Jim provided California with the
more
than
$2.2
million
•
By United Press International Palmer and Nicklaus dominat- downed Montreal, 6-2, and Perry, who yielded 12 of the winning run over Washington in
Major League
hits, his eighth setback against a wild affair that featured 15
Saturday
ed from start to finish, even Houston edged Pittsburgh, 6-4, 15
wins.
pitchers and a total of 44
in
10
innings.
ROCKFORD
,
Ill.
(UPI) - though they were tied at the
Loaders
Dave
McNally, who scattered players. The game, which was
Jane Bastanchury became the end of the second and third In the American League,
Major League Leaaers
10th woman to win two rounds and midway through the Cleveland swept a doubleheader five hits, chalked up his 13th viewed by President Nixon, saw
the Senator power boys Frank
By United Press International successive women's Western fourth.
from Kansas City, 6-5 and 3-0. victory.
National League
Amateur golf championships by In the other half of the tie, it Chicago blanked Detroit, 4-0, In other American League Howard and Mike Epstein hit
defeating Mrs. Shirley Dormers, was always someone different Boston routed Milwaukee, 12-5, games, Cleveland swept a three homers between them doubleheader from Kansas City, Howard his 28th and Epstein
G. AB R. H. Pct -19.,AUld 8
and it was just a Loaner cif Baltimore blanked Mivanesola. 8-5
and 3-0. Boston horn
MirtrALF-- 88 316 67 114 .36r
---12th-- and -13017time until Palmer and Nicklaus 11-0, Oakland nipped New York,
thunder
Clmnte, Pit 82 312 47 111 .3.51
wasn't
4-3, and California outlasted Milwaukee, 12-5, Chicago Washington
EDINBURGH, - Scotland pulled away for good.
Perez, Cin
99 367 77 125 .341 (UPI)Ian Stewart of Scotland Three learns tied for second Washington, 11-10, in 11 innings. blanked Detroit, 4-0, Oakland enough as the Angels were able
Hickmn, Chi 89 305 65 103 .33f won the 5,000-meter race in the at 262, including Bruce Cramp- In an unusual coincidence, nipped New York, 4-3, and to rally to tie the score 10-10 in
Gaston, SD
94 375 58 125 .33:3 windup to the British Common- ton and Orville Moody, who Johnny Bench also hit homers California outslugged Washing- the ninth after blowing a fiveton, 11-10, in 11 innings. •
rim lead.
Grbkwtz, LA 92 311 60 101 .325 wealth games
moved into a tie when Moody in three straight times at bat
In the National League, Los
Dietz, SF
86 292 49 94 .322
birdied the ninth hole on a Sunday and drove in seven runs
Angeles edged New York, 5-3,
Cepeda, AU
95 363 SS 116 .320
Sunday
seven-foot putt but then did not FIS the Reds beat St. Louis. The
Willms, Chi 98 392 89 125 .319 CINCINNATI (UPI1 -Ken make another birdie the rest of same pitcher-Steve Carlton- Cincinnati dumped St. Louis, 1297 387 70 123 .318 Rosewall defeated defending the way
Rose, Cin
was the victim of all three 5, San Diego routed PhiladelFrancisco
American League
champion Cliff Richey, 7-9, 9-7, Also at 262 were the teams of blows. Bench now leads the 'Phia, 16-2, San
G. AB R. H. Pct. 6-6, to win the men's singles Sam Snead-Gardner Dickinson major with 33 homers and 95 downed Montreal, 6-2, Houston
topped Pittsburgh, 6-4, in 10
F.Rbrtsn, Hal 84 314 59 102 .325 title at the 83rd Western tennis and George Archer-Bobby Ni- RBIs.
BOSTON (UPI) -The Boston
innings, and
Chicago and Celtics
Johnsn. Cal 99 395 53 128 .324 championships.
Staggering for Lead
chols. who won the tournament
will mark their 25th
Atlanta
split a double header,
Aprcio, Chi
95 377 65 122 .374
In 1968, last time it was held. -Pittsburgh and New York the
season in the National BasketBraves
winning
the
opener,
Ystski, Bos
97 343 77 111 .324 INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. (UPI) "I
ball Askociation with a 39-game
like_ these
member- both are staggering for the leadl
Oliva, Min
90 369 65 119 .322 --i!tAl Unser of Albuquerque, N. guests," said Palmer, the instead of fighting for it in the t 8-3. and the Cubs capturing the home schedule.
nightcap,
7-6.
Harper, Mil 93 383 71123 .321 M., captured the 150-mile USAC'touring pro at Laurel Valley Eastern Division. Pittsburgh.
General Manager Red Auer97 346 57 110 .318 championship race at Indiana- Golf Club, which hopes to make leading the Vets by Ps minim Cleveland got another impres- bach, who announced the.
Powll, Bal
1970irvT-petTiimance
-from Steve 71
Smith, Bos
93 365 68 115 .315 aolis Raceway Park
the Four-Ball an annual event. has lost four of seven and the
schedule Saturday, said the
Harean,
who
posted
his
fourth
Kthbrw, Min 92 318 62 100 .314
record total of home games
"I think they're great. I'm Mets have lost nine of their last victory
while blanking Kansas
Toyer, MM
93 381 77 118 .310
MOSCOW (UPI) -American going to invite Jack every 14.
would include a pair of
City
on
five
hits
in
the
second
Home Runs
Jim Wynn hit a two-run
men won all but two track year."
doubleheaders in November.
game
of
the
doubleheader. Roy
National League: Bench, an events as they paced the United Palmer and Nicklaus each homer in the 10th off Dave
Boston's first home game is
Regular Santtone cleaning
33; Perez, Cin 30; Williams, Chi States team to a victory over took home $20,000 from the Giusti to give Houston the Foster's three-run homer in the against Detroit on Oct.
21 with
opener
capped
a
four-run
sixth
72; Allen, St.L 27; Aaron, Atl Russia in an unofficial meet.
keeps your blankets in "like
the final contest slated for
$200,000 purse. Thri three victory over Pittsburgh It was inning.
26.
second place teams divided the second loss of the year for
new" condition. They stay fresh
March 21 against Cincinnati.
American League: Killebrew, LIGONIER, Pa. )UPI)-Jack $49,000.
Giusti, who has eight victories Tony Conigliaro, en route to
longer, and they give you the
Way Oryrinarr
his greatest season, belted his,
Minn 30; Howard, Wash 28; Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer Four teams tied for fifth at and 16 saves.
comfbrt you deserve.
Yastrzemski, Bos 27; Powell, pulled away on the final nine 263. Bob Charles-Bruce Devlin, Bill Russell drove in the 18th and 19th homers and Carl
Yastrzemski chipped in with his PLAYERS DROPPED
„deoBait 26; Harper, Mil 21.
a
holes for a four-under-par 67 Gene Littler-Ken Still, Dave winning run with a sacrifice fly
27th to lead the Bosox' assault
Runs Batted 12
in
the
and won the $200,000 Four-Ball H111-Mike
sixth
inning
Hill and
and
threw
Miller
DENVER (UPI)
-Three
National League: Bench, Cin golf championship by three Barber-Don January. Charles out the potential tying run at on five Brewer pitchers
Tommy John notched his players flunked their physicals
96; Perez, Cln 94; Williams, Chi strokes
and Devlin had a 62 Sunday, the plate in the eighth as the
92; Dietz, SF 81; Allen, Stl 80.
Dodgers beat the Mets Wayne fourth straightLvictory with a Sunday and were dropped from
best round of the final day
seven-hit shutout over Detriit- the roster of the Denver
American League: PoWell,
Jim Colbert and Dean Re- Garrett hit a pair of homers for
the longest win skein of any Broncos.
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
Bait 841; Killebrew, Minn 82; NY 14-6; Perry, SF 1441 Nolan, tram, and Dave Eichelberger the Mets.
Chisox hurler this year. Carlos The three were linebacker
Howard, Wash 76; Horton, Det Cin 13-4; Morton, Mont. 134.
Al
Ferrara drove in five runs
and J. C. Goes* were next at
5 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
and Oliva, Minn 69
American League: McDowell, 284. Eichelberger and Goosie with a patr of homers to lead May supplied John with the Ray Becky of Montana State,
only
needed
he
run
with
a
offensive
tackle
Tom
Lintz
Pitching
of
Clev 15-4; Perry, Minn 154; had shared the third-round lead San Diego past Philadelphyi
single which brought home Walt Wyoming and safety Glennl
49 YEARS SERVINQ MURRAY
National League: Merritt, Cin Palmer, Bait 14-6; Wright, Cal but faded back with
a final- Nate Colbert and Steve ItuIntzl whams is the sixth
• Lafleur of Solithieestern touts!
154: Simpson, Cin 14-2; Seaver; 14-7; Huntet, Oak 14-$.
also
horrierid
'round 73.
as the Padres
Mkomom,
The Athletics completed a ana State.

Four-To-Be
Inducted In
Hall Of Fame

District
Legion
Meet Set

Cepeda Hits Three Homers,
One A Grand Slam, Sunday
•••••••• A
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Palmer And
Nicklaus
Win 4-Ball

BaltimoreRomps
Over Twins
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Plenty of push
Calif.
EL SEGUNDO,
(UPI)-A firm here that makei
an-raft bolts applies plenty of
push to get ahead. A testing
machine used by Omark lndustries generates a million pounds
pressure- the equivalent weight
of 250 two-ton automobiles.

9/4//m,r444 V44)444
11"'"1 \1,7-

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

W. G. Jones Family
Holds 50th Reunion

Get youngster out
of your heard
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I am a 34-year-old married woman and
here is my problem. I am in love with a kid who comes into
my husband's service station. He is 16. I told my husband I
was in love with this kid, and my husband says I Amid
forget it as it would never work ant. I've asked a few friends
and they agree with my husband. A couple of people hive
said I am out of my mind.
My busisaed says it's because he's a motherless boy, and
I never had any children of my own and what I feel for him
is really "mother love," but you'd better believe it does aot
resemble anything near that. This kid has been real sweet to
me at times, but other times he will tell me he likes this
young girl and that young girl which about tears me apart. I
send him love letters and call him as the phone a lot, which
he has asked me to cut out, but I can't stop. I don't suppose
it could ever work ant, but bow can I get this kid out of my
heart?
LOVESICK IN PA.
DEAR LOVESICK: Yea can get the kid out of your heart
by getting him out of your mind. Don't write to him
anymore, and don't call him. If you have too much time on
your hands, get interested in a bobby, but don't sit around
doing netliag or your thoughts will wander back to the boy
and you'll,Ise
- '.410* pursue him.
DEAR ABBY 7 A guy who works with us has given up
cigarettes. Not SMOKING them—just BUYING them.
He has bummed at least one cigarette a day from each of
the six guys who works with him, and of course since he
never carries any of his own, there is no chance of getting
one back.
We can't say we don't have any Mien'
he asks, because
be knows- wer- do-, test please tell mi linteurelltint ef this
chintzy trick?
GARY AND FRANK
DEAR G AND F: Next time be ants far a cigarette. eller
te SELL him a pack.
DEAR ABBY: My son, who is a dentist, has been
married for 7 years. My problem is, his wife never does any
ironing. Everything she buys is "permanent press." and after
she washes it, she assumes it is ironed. Pillow cases, shirts,
tablecloths and handkerchiefs all go unironed, and believe
me they look it.
I am embarrassed for any professional man who must
carry a crumpled handkerchief. But a dentist who must
display it before his patients—well, this is too much" Abby,
how can I tell her what an impression her husband is
"D PRESSED"
making?

Meat labeled hamburger caii
contain up to 30 percent fat,
which may include the addition of
beef fat over and above that
attached to the meat being
ground. Additional fat cannot be
added to meat labeled ground
beef.--Patricia Everett, Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025Telephone 527-6801

Thompason, Hickman,
Telephone 236-2351

Ky

There are new liquid floo
waxes on the market. To a well
vacuumed wooden floor, apply
liquid wax that cleans and
in one operation( a naptha odor
identifies this type of wax.) If the
floor is exceptionally dirty, '
with a separate wiping cloth to
remove the dirt while the wax is
still set. Some of these waxes dry
with a sheen, others need buffing.
To take up scuff markes or other
streaks, dip a steel wool pad in
paste wax and rub with the grain
of the wood.For other
woodewfleors use For other.than
wooden floors use a wateremulsion wax. Vacuum, than
clean the floor to remove all the
old wax before applying the new
copt. Most of these waxes dry
bright; some are made to protect
light colors; others scuff
resistant.-Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Telephone 753-1452

All of this talk about inflation, gross national product,
pollution, and 'dropping hemlines is enough
make a
woman get hooked on soap
operas.
They're ideal, I've found, for
getting away from your own
problems by escaping into
some one else's . . especially
when other people's problems
involve such simple matters as
John's other wife's son eloping
with her current husband's
daughter by his first marriage
and using John's present wife's
second car to elope in.
My husband doesn't exactly
see eye to eye with me on this
"escape" routine. He's a firm
believer in facing problems
squarely with a cool head . .
unless it's some domestic crisis
like that one glass of milk that
keeps -getting overturned at
every family meal. Things like
that really make the old boy
lose his cool, but I kind of en
joy them 'cause it's the one
time I turn into a model of efficiency. (Unfortunately, the
image lasts only as long as it
takes me to wipe up the spill
.c lately
to-yet:
..anding,--ss „Ow .
dance routine to my moppingup chores to prolong the image
a few minutes more.)
Anyway, the other night we
had one of those serious husband-to-wife talks after the
kids were in bed and the pillow-fights had dropped off to
a normal boys-will-be-boys
level. Seems that he had been
thinking seriously about inflation. gross national product,
etc., and decided we should
contribute to their solution hy

seat that I go on a diet to combat my own personal inflation
and slim down from a gross
local product. But thee he
started talking about all of
the garbage we have at our
house . . disposable soft drink
bottles, plastic milk cartons,
paper towels. etc. I was about
to remind him it's his dear
little wife who has to empty
the garbage every night, but

When Baby Feeds Himself-He
keeps mom busy with suds and
clean-up materials. Perhaps the
world's most determined do-ityourselfers are babies learning to
feed themselves. They really
the caution tight was clearly
- on.
enjoy spreading, smearing,
--11--the average family,dipping and dumping with spoon'
said, would refuse to buy "dis-and fingers. The best advice for
posable" items and demand
mothers is "to be prepared" with
reuseable or returnable conplenty of soap or clean-up
tainers, it would do more to
reduce pollution than eh=
materials, a few tricks and
nating all the factory smoke
generous supply of patience.
stacks in America.
Then maybe you can watch your
baby master the difficult muscle
Before I could think that
coordination required to move
one out, he started talking
food from dish to mouth.
about all the money we could
The messiness begins the
save, too. Turned out we could
moment solid food and liquid
save $30 a year just by buying
a
few kitchen cotton towels,
from a cup are introduced. At
While doing your house
washing them with our regular
first it's Confined to baby's cleaning, why not try this. Ivory
laundry, and 'using them over
person with little dribbles from piano, keys Can .be
and- o.er again.. What's more,
Pffe+/...i
I-4s chin, as baby grows la does cleaned w,_a soft
_he continued, buying soft
cloth welled
drinks in returnable bottles
the - disaster
area,'-Irma-'with denatured
alcohol.-Mazine
would not only save money
Hamilton, Courthouse, Mayfield, Griffin,
Federal Building,
but reduce our garbage by
Ky. 42066 Telephone 247-3334
Clinton, Ky. 42031 Telephone 653about 600 bottles a year
(We're our own drinking
=31.
..Printed Sheers Are used for
uncles.)
the feminine look of summer.
When you sew a sheer dress, use
French seams, double bias Errorless
My husband apparently
didn't realize he had also ofbinding instead of facings or
NEW YORK (UPI)-Dun
fered me a solution to the
make a facing of solid sheer Demeter played 266 consecuhemline problem. With the
fabric; if the skirt is bias, do tive errorless games from Sept.
savings we'll have by'disposing
make a narrow rolled hem, or if 3, 1962, until July 6, 1965.
of disposables in our grocery
the skirt is straight, do make a 3-7 to set a major league record. starting in our own home.
shopping. I just might be able
buy me a new midi this fall
inch deep hem.-Catherine C.
For one wild moment. I to
sugto
about
was
he
thought

The W. G. Jones family celebrated its 50th reunion Sunday
at Noble Park.
Fourteen descendants from the
fifth generation were present.
The oldest relative present
was 95-year-old Mrs. Celia McNeeley, and the youngest was
Jennifer Arm Chambers,
three
,
weeks.
In honor of the occasion a
50th anniversary cake was
placed be s i de the traditional
family bowl filled with fruit.
Those attending we r e Mrs.
McNeeley, Mrs. Lillie Hughes,
Mr, and Mrs. Taylor Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Onie Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Ott Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Hollice Jones, Mrs. V a rn i e
Adams, Mrs. Effie Council, Mir
Emma Johnson, Mr. and Mrs.
Crossland Miller, Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Ross, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
O'Donley, Mr. and Mrs. Gillard
Ross;
Mrs. J. B. Bolte, Mr. and Mrs.
Warren Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
Gil Morrison, Mrs. Verna Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Jones, Mrs.
Billy Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Adams, Mr. ond Mi.. 'Lustm
Throgniorton, J. B. O'Donley,
Mrs. Ray Chambers, Mrs. Philip
Myers, the Rev. and Mrs. G. E.
Clayton and the Rev. and Mrs.
Charles Dancy;
Misses Patti Hughes, Sizi
Hughes, Karen Hughes, Johnna
Sue Stewart Lori Adams Denise Dancy, Nancy Seay and Angie Dancy; Eddie Rottgering,
David Hugye Hughes, Jerome
Mansfield, Lynn Mansfield,
Doug Hughes, Ricky O'Donley,
,Larry O'Donley, Mark Link, David Jones, Rudell Pulley, David
Ross and David Adams,

Out-of-town guests were Mr
and Mrs. Paul Baumer, L,isa
and Lori Baumer of Henderson;
Wendell Clark and Mr. and Mrs.
David Archer of Memp hi s,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Bernie
Chambers, Mark a nd Jennifer
Chambers of Milan, Tenn.; Mrs.
Larry Chapman, 0.1., Ruth Ann
and David Shannon Wells of Metropolis, Ill.;
Mr. and Mrs. Mitch Sasser
of Joliet, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Janes and Jerry Wayne Jones,
Mrs. Lucy Lee, Mrs. Opal Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Onie Lee,
Anna Mae Lee, Mr. and Mrs.
James Weatherford, Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Weatherford, Vanessa and Jerri Weatherford of
Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Reg
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Mitcherson, Debra and Denise Mitcherson, Katana, Roger and Jett
Jones of Benton; Mr. and Mrs
Fred Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Joyce, Kathy and Kay Pat
ton of Dycusburg.

WIG
WAREHOUSE
Now Has

JULIA
WIGS

Trying to keep dry while
giving the baby a bath isn't
the easiest thing in the world.
Bat here's an idea for a
terry cloth apron that'll cover
the mother from head to knee
while she's bathing her young.Lr An added feature of the
urn' ,a1 design is that it converis into a hooded wrap-up.
for the baby when he's taken
out of the tub.
Made from a square yard of
cotton terry, the apron has a

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box Wee, los Angeles, Cal.
MOO. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Letter writing can be a breese. Fee Abby's booklet,
'`Efaw to Write Letters fee Al Ooesoloss," send $1 to
Abby, Box well,Les Amelia,tall. MM.

'Luncheon Honors Miss Crafford
The Holiday Inn in Murray
was the setting of a pre-nuptial
planned to
luncheon party
honor Mks Marilyn Craw ford,
bride-elect of Al Plckard
Honesses for the occasion
which was Wednesday, July 15,
were Mrs. Torn Freeman, MTS.
Jack Fisher, Mrs. Joseph
Slaughter, and Mrs. Sam Boyd
Neely.
From her trousseau, Miss
Crawford selected a light blue
dress featuring a large, white
collar, an elongated bodice, and
pleated skirt. Site chose
coordinating accessories. The
hostesses presented her a corsage
of daisies and a gift of crystal.
The T-shaped luncheon table
was decorated with three
arrangements of mixed summer
flowers in crystal bowls placed

'Inman, Murray, GaurtEr Cook
John Huffiness, Robert Stolle,J.
B. Brien, Lester,Lyon. and nod
Hilliard.
Mines rartil Crisitiord. Bed
Huffman, Carolyn Lyon, Kayi
Britt, &wiry Wyatt, and tht
hostesses.

FACTORY BUILT 10
over truck camper. SI
$675.00. Phone 75$.

ONE BEDROOM ho
on 50' x 120' lot. 1
Patio. Inquire
Morgan Boat Dock.
COMPLETE STEAM
with stoker, has
mounted blower radia
valves, pipes etc
Needs to be reroov
down town building b
1st. First $100 buys all
F. Kirk or call 753-

GERMAN SHEPHERD
pick of seven. To be
ed. Call or me Howard
753-1861, Almo, Kent
TWO SIAMESE oats,
and one female. P
BEAUTIFUL comblnati
FM radio, stereo, reco
er, television, 8150.00.
condition. Phone Pad
3841, 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
HAND MADE QUILTS
patterns. Phone 7534
UPRIGHT
ADMIRAL
freezer. Good conclitio
$125.00. Phone 753-481
at 300 South 12th Stree

WANTED SOMEONE
over payment of US
Month on air-condition
ly two months old.
9444.

DEAR "D.PRESSED:" If your son is embarrassed to
carry a crumpled handkerchief, it's up to him to tell his wife
to get on the stick and do some ironing.
DEAR ABBY: I certainly didn't notice the name of Rev.
Whipple's church mentioned in your column, or he would
have received 151 letters instead of 150. When the good
Reverend expounded the "tragedy" of the non-virgin bride
who was criticized for wearing white, I saw red! White for a
bride is traditional, and if she isn't a virgin, then she has
already broken the tradition, so who cares what she wears'
I've never seen so much fuss made about nothing by two
intelligent people who are in a position to do so much good.
When one looks around at the dreadful. misery and haman
suffering all over the world today, if all you and Reverend
Whippfelieve to seertYINN&Br wheffi&-ar;
s MaiihôM
wear white, I think it's time for both of you to look for an
absorbing hobby.
You won't print this, I know. And if you do, I won't see it,
because I'm off you for life. Phooey on such trifles!
DISGUSTED IN LINDSAY, ONT

1,
011 SAL; Oa
Ironer,1.0 it 111'.
now 111141101169

TIWO-114-014R--Here's 0 cotton refty apron you can make
to weer for bathing the baby.
When the splashing's done, the
apron converts into a hooded
cover-up and towel for drying
the baby. Triangle at apron
Scandinavia on wheels
top forms a hood_ for baby's
(UPI)-More „head.
HELSINKI
than 500,000 new passenger
cats were registered in Finland,
Sweden, Denmark,anclNorway...
4.1969, accoeiling to the Final) Mokor Vrbide Ammi-0°"'
Swedish-made ViiirProved
most -favored by buyer* and
82,416 new units owere reefstemd during the year in_.the
four countries.' Then came
West Germany's Volkswagen,
with 71,964 units, Ford with
70,793 and General Motors
models 69,406
••i••

triangular 'pocket' on the bit
front that forms the hood. Af
the baby is lifted from the tub
the mother covers his heat
with the hood and wraps hirr
in the apron skirt. Then witt
her free hand, she can sli tht
heck loon fir the antott- orrliei
head and dry off the baby'with
the "towel" apron.
A roarny and versatile style
the apron also is ideal tot
backyard barbecuing, carwashi
or an
a
an
washable cover,up.
To make the apron, you'll
need 11
/
4 yards of 36-inch cotton terry, five yards of double
fold cotton bias tape for binding apron edges, and 1-2/3
yards of half-inch cbtton cable
cord for neck loops and waist
ties.
From the terry, cut a triangle with a 12-inch base and
9-inch sides. This will make
the hood pocket for the apron's
bib front.- Use a zig-zag machine stitch to sew bias- tape
along the 12-inch base of the
triangle. Now match the 9.
inchsides of the triangle to
the top point of the apron
square and sew in place, leaving the long side at the bottom

•H.

SHOE STORE

Sale Ends
Saturday
August I

HAND BAGS

Bind edges all around the
apron square with bias tape,
using a zig-zag machine stitch
for decorative effect.
Use a 22 to 24-inch strip of
cable cord for the neck loop,
attaching the cord at the two
hood points about nine inches,
down each side of the apron
top.
Sew on. cable cord for waist
ties about 20" down each side
of the apron top.

nastiest ship canal
at Intervals along the table.
The guest list included Wm
BONN(UM-Already handCrawford, her mother, Mrs. J. G. ling four times as many
ships
grandmother,
Mrs.
Crawford, her
as the Suez at itsrak,the Kiel
Ovrensboro,
Eberhardt,
J. G.
ship cabal, world s busiest, is to
Ky., Mrs. James A. Pickard,
be widened and deepened at a
mother of the groorn-elect.
cost-of•7600 million marks
(5152 mink%) to carry still
Meadarnes T. F. aarason,
more Yemen Isenreen the North
Waco, Texas, Robert On,
Sea ased the
Wallace Bishop, Willitta
In 1969,. an
estimated APT= TH11 BATH—Mother's big cotton 'terry
Robertson, Dalton Boyd, Jr.,
apron now
87.080 ships from 5() countries becomes a soft absorbent towel for drying off the baby. The
David Sparks, Lexington, Ky'..
carrying
about
extra
long
neck
loop
60
on
million
Ihe
apron
tons
makes
it
Wystt,.
easy
for-the
Floyd Slevett, Charles
of cargo used the canal, the 'mother to slip it over hei itead with one hand while keeping
John Ed Walker, Rowland
a
firm
_grin
on
the
hobs
,
with
the
other
.
administration reported. , ,„
Brighton'. Bob Blackburn, W. J
-.

TWO AIR CONDMO
Freedrich, 1 Fedders
BTU's each. Any
offer. Call 753-7532 be
and 7 p.m.

1/2 PRICE

1970, 250CC YAMAHA
miles. MO. ?tune
18 FOOT RUN-A-BO
with 40 h.p. Johnson mot
trailer, Has electric
One Olive 77 tractor and
disc. One HDT-W Allis
er Dozer, 14488. Phon
8888 days, and 753-3470

SHOES FOR MEN

RIFLE, BROWNING 24
Safari grade, with 3-9x R
scope and Redfield moo
eluding about 100 es
All in perfect condition
$225 Phone Paris, Ten
5813 after 5 P.M.

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

ADAMS SHOE STORE
WEST SIDE S' JUARE

Open Friday Night

Unfit

8 p.m

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Central
Paving Co
FRU ESTIMATE

753-4199

/70

•
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POR SALM

SERVICES OPPIRID

POR SALM

NOT=

Readable Labels Asked
Commonweeth Of Kentucky
WANT,/ TO OUT
WASHINGTON (UPI) Rep.
Ci•partment Of Highways
WOULD LIKE TO buy good
Notice To Contractors
Benjamin S. Rosenthal, D-N.Y.,
KEEP carpets beautiful despite used Trolling Motor. Call 753Sealed bids will be received says the Agriculture Departfootsteps of a busy family. Buy 5030 after 5:00 p.m.
TFNC by the Department of High- ment will make a preliminary
Blue Lustre. Rent electric shamways, at its office, Frankfort, study of whether grocery stores
LOGS
AND
standing
timber.
pooer Si. Western Auto, Home
BUILT 10 ft. cab
For Sale: Lumber, slabs, and Kentucky, until 10:00 a.m. East- should clearly date perishable
of
"The
Wishing
Well."
2-29-C
over truck camper. Sleeps four.
BELTONE factory fresh hearsawdust. Murray Saw Mill and ern Daylight Time on the 7th items to tell the housewife if
Know the enemy
41675.00. Phone 753-7850. TIC
ROAC046
ing aid batteries for all make SPILL something on that new Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
day of August, 1970, at which they have been on the shelves
Carry Germs
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs.
time bids will be publicly open- too long.
rug? Try Blue Lustre and rent
GOOD
USED
refrigerator.
TFC-C
SPIDERS
H-1TC a shampooer for $1.00 at Big
ed and read for the improveGET Rio of
Single door with freezer across
Most grocery stores stamp
Are Poison
WOULD LLICE to buy vegeta- ment of:
the top. Phone Puryeer 247PESTS
items with coded dates
REDUCE safe and fast with GoTORMITIS
bles for freezing. Call 753-6030 CALLOWAY COUNTY, RS 18- such
/1949 after 4:00 p.m.
which cannot be -read by the
TFNC
Base Tablets and E-Vap "water
after 5:00 P. EIL
Eat Your Home
TFNC 308; The Squire Potts Road,
public.
Pills" Holland Drug. II-J-29-P
ONE BEDROOM house trailer
from Ky 299 to the Brady
'Swat em stomp'eth...spray'em-and still the"ugh"
Rosenthal said the AgriculOWNER
LEAVING
town.
Must
tlegnest
households.
on 50' x 120' lot. 1954 Alma.
Road,
a
distance
of
be
tound
1
11
the
2.010
miles.
can
141I1IP WANTED
Ensects
sell everything. Washer, dryer,
ture Department had told him
Patio. Inquire Thelma Smith,
Bituminous
Surface
Class
C-1
NIL? WANTED
dishwasher stove, dining table
it would look into small-scale
WANTED: Male, 25 to 40 years or I.
Morgan Boat Dock.
and chairs console stereo, large for
studies
ot the problem to
permanent employment. ALLOWAY COUNTY, RS 18book case, two bedroom suites, 5%
if a nationwide
deternfine
COMPLETE STEAM Furnace
days week. Salary open. Lo- 293; The Miller Hicks (Collins)
one queer) size plus linens, anwith stoker, has three ceiling
cal firm. Sales and merchan- Road, from the Murray-Paris investigation is needed.
wanted
MECHANIC
thins Aat
AUTO
tiqued office size oak desk, lawn
mounted blower radiators. All
dising. Write giving full re- Road to the Locust Grove
Due to an increase in business mower, andirons,
and many mune to P.O. Box
valves, pipes etc. included.
Hopper Hearing Set
328 Mut. Road, a distance of 1.410 miles.
Don't confuse termites with
we need to hire an auto me- other items. May be seen
204A
Needs to be removed from
TAOS, N.M. (UPI) -Movie
ray, Kentucky.
Hying ants. Termites have two
TFC Bituminous Concrete Surface
chanic. Good salary, other Irvin Ave. Phone:.753-6521.
down town building by August
actor-director-producer Dennis
sets of brittle, white wings of
Class I.
fringe benefits. Experience not
2-29-C
Lat. First $100 buys all. See Ed
equal size. Ant bodies have
Bid proposals for all projects Hopper, who played a motornecessary. Apply at LassiterPART TIME MAID. Apply
F. Kitt or call 733-1283.
three segments
will be available until 12:00 cycle pilgrim in "Easy Rider,"
McKinney Datsun, 810 Syca- TRACTOR MOWER and Beagle person at National Hotel.
faces a preliminary hearing
2-28-C puppies. Call 753-3528. J-29-C
FOR PR=
more, 753-7114.
J-28-C-H NOON EASTERN DAYLIGHT
here next month on charges of
TIME
rn
the
day
preceding
the
FORTY FEET of rough work
INSPECTION
bid opening at the Division of assault with a deadly weapon.
NOTICE
WITCO
benches, fifty blet '4 wood
Hopper and three others were
Contract Procurement at a cost
Termites live in colonies in
stomp bins and shelving.
of $2 each. Bid proposals ore arrested last month and rethe soil. Each colony can con$25.00 for the lot. Needs to be
issued only to prequalified con- leased on $2,000 bond each.
rain as many as 100,000 tGimoved by August 1st See Ed
tractors. Remittance payable to They were accused of brandishmites. There.can be hundreds oi
F. Kirk or call 753-1283.
the State Treasurer of Ken- ing guns during an incident
colonies around your house.
J-27-C
tucky must accompany request near Taos June 16.
The termite; food is wood.
GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies,
for proposals.
H-J-20-C
Taos County District Attorney
Unfortunately, the nearest
pick of seven. To be registerJohn Hobbes said Friday the
source is often your house
ed. Call or see Howard G. Bury
hearing, originally set for this
HELP WA/4TM)
753-1861, Almo, Kentucky.
PAVEMENT ANT
week, was postponed until Aug.
J-28-C
WANTED: Experienced refrig- 4 because Hopper was in New
erator and appliance service York disclaiming a magazine
TWO SIAMESE cats, one male
man. Good working conditions article - that said he used
34 hours a day.
and one female. Phone 753Flies, Roeches,
and
pb.c•ne ecu. Bil- narcotics.1346.
Silver Fish & Shrubs
brey's Car & Home Supply, 210
11/1.VERIFIIIN
East Maid9
BEAUTIFUL combination AM.
2-27-C
Phone 753-3914
POR SALM
FM radio, stereo, record playWANTED: Female age 23 to
er, television, $150.00. In good
50 for restaurant work evencondition. Phone Paducah 443ings at Jack's Super Burger on 14 FOOT aluminum fishing boat
3841, 4:00 to 6:00 pin. J-27-C
Chestnut Street. No phone calls with 18 HP Joimson motor. ExOPPRR1D
UAL IISTATE POR SALE
cellent condition. Will sell real
accepted. Apply in person.
HAND MADE QUILTS. Lovely
CARPENTRY: new or remodel- WANT TO LIVE in the counJ-28-C cheap. Phone 436-2154. 2-29-C
patterns. Phone 753-4786.
alt1/311161111 earl try? One year old three-bed
J-27-P ing. For free
Hawley Bury 492-8120 after I room home, near Almo Heights
Aug.-11-C 5 minutes tc- Murray. Howard
ADMIRAL
UPRIGHT
home p. as.
freezer. Good condition. Price
2-38-C
Bucy, 753-1861.
lawn
SAWS
FILED,
mowers
sad G.
$125.00. Phone 753-4816 or see
repaired and THREE-BEDROOM brick ve- r
mall
appliances
NO, WE'RE NOT GONNA CALL THE
RAINPROF5 KEEP F4LUN6
at 300 South 12th Street. J-27-C
yard tools sharpened. 812 R. steer, living room, dining room,
NOW,
6ET
GAME
BACK
OUT
THERE
MV 6-1E4O
,r)
CORNET, BARELY used, John- South 12th Street Phone VIM family room, laundry, eat - in
iN CENTER FIELD WHERE YOU BELONG!
son Messinger II CB Radio, 8067.
kitchen, disposal, dishwasher,
Base, antennia, cable and moappliances, central heat and
Jy
FLOOR SANDING and
bile attachments. Call 753-3186.
Considhag, new and old Moors. Wedl air. Excellent location.
J-27-C guaranteed, 25 years experkesse. er any reasonable offer. 401
2-27-C
North 10th. 753-7844.
WANTED SOMEONE to take John Taylor, Wino, Kentucky.
-2996
phone
376
2.
42083;
Route
over payment of $25.00 per
THREE BEDROOM brick with
August-7.0 all the extras. Phone 753-4516
month on air-conditioners, oiJ
TFNC
ly two months old. Phone 753- PROFESSIONAL Painting. In- after 8:00 p.m.
2-304 Wrier and exterior. References.
9444.
HOSPITAL BEDS for rent. Call
Free estimates. Phone 753-3486. 753-1272, or 753-3685.
TFNC
Aug.-174
THREE BEDROOM house, carCOMPLOTS MOBILO HOME RE. port, carpeted, air conditioned.
PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile Available now. Located 1821
Nome Repairs all makes and Farmer Ave. If Interested call
models. Call day or night. Cal- Mayfield 247-3391.
3-29-P
vert City 395-7553. Long distance call collect Fast effic- TWO - BEDROOM frame house
ient service at reasonable cost. on North 8th Street. Den, ga-dr4111+;
77C rage, utility, dining area, air.
EiP-110RIERP:+:
painted.
conditioned, ' newly
STAMPS anrete te
A-1 0-9
der. Fast efficient service
Phone 435-4238 Monday and HOUSE on acre and one-half
Saturday and after 5:30 p.m. lot. Five rooms and bath. Old
Cherry Corner Road. Phone
Tuesday through Friday.
2-20-C
J-28-C 436-5615.
TWO AIR CONDITIONERS.
AUTOS
SALII
Freedrich, 1 Fedders. 13,000 WILL CLEAN your saddle. ExNITI's each. Any reasonable cellent job, reasonable price.
four what drive.
J-28-C low
offer. Call 753-7532 between Call Lori, 753-6949.
sialleflt has too tops (10
and 7 p.m.
TOMB&TPC
J-28-P
P011861?
Jui.,•27
OFFICE SPACE in National 1965 CHEVROLET Impala, 327,
automatic, power steering and
feet.
Heat
Hotel,
minimt
un,
600
PICTURE WINDOW table.
brakes, factory air, good tires,
12' nylon braided rug. Excel- and air conditioner furnished.
low mileage. Phone 753-4516
lent condition. Cheap. Phone Remodel to suit tenant Con- after 6:00 p.m.
TFNC
J-28-C tact Ed Frank Kirk at Diugulds.
753-8157.
2-79-C
1961 RAMBLER station wagon
1970, 250CC YAMAHA. 1200
COlIMERCIAL build- Good hunting and fishing car.
WHEN BATHLESS GROGG1NS
----Th
(
-- THEY'4..L TURN 2C1_
miles. 2500. Phone. 763-6255.
1. PtifittacsNr ,GROC,64N5r
/15.00. Phone 753-4024. J-27IS ADMITTED TO THE WHITE
PRoTEST ISLAND, WHERE A
J-28-F ing, down town area. 4000 sq.
IS THE NAME. JUST DROP
feet. Retail outlet, warehouse
HOUSE, AND ;CHLeKLE SPRAYS
GROVP OF >CYJN&STERS HAVE
IT IN FRONT 0' THE
1967 CARER° 327 - 350 HP
THE POWERS-THAT-BE WITH
16 FOOT RUN-A-BOUT boil or office space. Owner will re- 4-speed, in excellent condition
DISCOVERED A FOLINTAiN OF
PRESIDENT AND
with 40 h.p. Johnson motor and model to suite tenant. See Ed Gold with black vinyl top, ste1OUTH THAT VVORKS ONLY ON
WATER FROM THE FOuerrAiJ
SONNY!
trailer. Has electric starter. F. Kirk or call 753-1283. J-17-C reo tape. Phone 753-8759 or
PrOPLI OVER TWENTY!
OF YOUTH ••• ,...../ -4••-,
-----......7.1...\
)"
\
One Olive 77 tractor and 8 foot
brick on 753-6624.
g _,)
disc. One HD7-W Allis Chamb- THREE-BEDROOM
er Dozer, 14488. Phone 753- 312 Irvin. Phone 492-8283.
1965 PONTIAC Tempest. Good
T
'I1
J-29-C clean condition. Power steerE3868 days, and 753-3470 nights.
J-31-C TWO • BEDROOM unfurnished 'ng, power brakes, automatic
transmission. Call 753-1643.
THREE YEAR OLD mare with duplex apartment, central heat,
four weeks old % quarter horst lir conditioned, carpeted, stove.
les only. Phone 753-9367. 1968 PONTIAC Catalina four
filly, saddle and bridle.
J-30-C door hardtop. Excellent condiJ-28-C
436-2143.
11111RVICRS (*FIRED

101 SALE OR RENT: Roues
trailer, 10'
Sr, '61 model.
Phone 71511-7806 at 75341231
August-1-C

rAcroay

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

ELECISOLUX SALES & Ser.
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.
X. Sanders, Phone 262-2468
Farmington, Kentucky.
Aug.-21-C

YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND
A Series of

L. MEETINGS
:
at the

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

UNION GROVE

CHURCH OF CHRIST

SPEAKER. . .
7:30 NIGHTLY

-

JAY LOCK HART

JULY 26-31 (Sun..-Fri.)1

Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

II

B CERT
SHOESALES

Nancy

by Ernie Busluniner

LIKE
( MY
DRAWING?

poa

-MI v,1101

,71D

by I.*, ••••••• 5yb**N1

Abbie'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

*Atom,

RIFLE, BROWNING .243 cal.,
Safari grade, with 3-9x Redfield
scope and Redfield mounts, includlag sbnirt 100 cartridges
All in perfect condition. Price
$225. Phone Paris, Tenn. 642A-1-NC
5813 after 5 D.M.
SIIRVICIIS OPPORRO

BLACIMP
DRIVEWAYS
Central
Paving Co.
PRIER asTIMATI
753-4199

.4

REP

THREE ROOM furnished apart- tion. Low mileage. See at 1201
2-29-P
ment, air conditioned. College West Main.
couple welcome. $75.00. Phone
753-4199.
TFC
TWO BEDROOM, furnished or
unfurnished, duplex Apartment,
all paneled, washer and dryer
corrections, 7 miles out Coldwater Road. Call 489-3623
J-27-C
TWO -,,BEDROOM and studio
furnished apartments including use of play area, picnic
table and grill. Washers and
dryers available. All apartments are modern and sir conditioned. Zimmerman Apartments. South 18th Street, phone
2-23-C
753-6609.
LOST a POUND
BABY SITTER for 4 year old
child. In my borne Must have
own transportation Call 753J-25-P
1819 after 4:30 p.m.

SOYBEAN SEED
Certified Wayne
Certified Kent
Ftestered Dare
Registered Hood
Solo Herbicide
Inoculation
We Pay Highest Cash
Price for Wheat

bY Al Capp
ALL YOU HAVE"co
WE'VE MADE $1,000 oo
DO IS GO TO THE
FOR YOU,BY INVESTING
YOUR SILVER DOLLAR IN 'STAGGERING BILL'
HOSPITAldA PHONE CALL!!

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.
Old Concord Road
Phone 753-$220

-1.7

®

I'M PASSING THERE
-I'LL DROP YOU!!
BUT THERE'S
A TRIFLING
TECH N ICALIT-`1-

WHO CARES
'BOUT TRiFLES
WHEN THE"/'S
GONNA GIT
RICH

.11"-VO. r.•

-s •• 1 • ••

•:iv m •••• •-•

A A A Ai A A AMAP.MAW
.
A i A A.

r A ArettA

.,••••

"Mr

•••
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County
In Pilot Project
At Murray State

Funeral Held Total
For Peter Kuhn

-five
'
From

The funeral for Peter Kuhn ,
319 Lrvan Street, Murray, wiIs
held this morning at ten o'cice
Five students at Murray state
-UniTer..11-,:ma,Calkvhery CouLt)y At 'be d'aPel Of tbe 131stoe •
r.
are among 11 enrolled in a state- Coleman Funeral Hume with D
fsponsored cooperative business Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., o
and office internship program ficiating Cec
were
this summer as a pilot projectfi Pallbearers
Kentucky colleges and umver- Finnan& Cecil Dodds' MaYnal
Ragsdale, Bob Robbins, Paul
sties.
They are .. Mrs. mar), Boyd of Dill, and George Williams. TI30
Hazel; Mrs. Yvonne M. b°dY will,be taken _ later to
fiolsapple, Mrs. Belinda Wallis, Louisville for cremation.
Mrs. Nancy Willis, and Dan T. I Kuhn, age 75, died Friday at
2:35 p.m. at the Nance Nursii118
Marshall, all of Murray.
Students participating m the Home, Paducah. He was born in
business education course earn I Luxembourg in Europe and carrie
three semester hours of either to America at the age of 21. I-le
resided in Murray since 1930
graduate or undergraduate
retired as a mail carrier in
credit during the regular sum1945 after 24 years of service.
mar. term
June
15-Aug.
7.
They
._ .
-sa• ie 'mi.-trill-art Fru big wri/o M
. . .. .
wora a
ur wees asia atsena a
three-hour class one evening Anna Kuhn; three daughtert,
Mrs. Alice Smith of Philadelphia,
each week.
Mrs. Norma Byron of
Pa.,
Mrs. La Verne Ryan, vocational
business education coordinator at Wilmington, Del., and Mrs.
Cambridge,
Murray State, is teaching the Carrie Gilliss of
course. She said it is intended to Md.; one sister, Mrs. Ann
brothers,
help qualify students for Kieffer, and two
Kuhn, all
Frances
Nicholas
and
vocational certification to teach
in the 108 Kentucky high schools of Luxembourg; seven grandthat are vocationally approved children; several great grandand to update work experience in children. Two sons are deceased
who are Albert who died in 1929
a modern office.
The eight graduate students and Orville who died in 1943.
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral
and three undergraduates are
the
assigned to work in offices within Home had charge of
commuting distance of Murray. arrangements.
Seven of them have campus jobs.
Creation of the course was Cobb made 4.000 hits
----rocemee-eteet
study done by Mrs. Ryan last is the only man in major league
summer for the division of history to make more than
vocational education in the 4,000 hits. Cobb did it during
Kentucky
Department
of his 24-year career with the
Education. It was entitled "A Detroit Tigers and the old PhilComparative Study of State adelphia Athletics of the AmerVocational Cooperative and ican League.
Simulated Business and Office
Programs."
Discrimination
About 32 small craft harFRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI)
bors are located between Cre— Alcoholism can be grounds
scent City, Calif., and San
for divorce in Kentucky, but
Diego.
drug addiction cannot.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Anstror to SotOrtlay's Po
.Mr

UJUMai oara
nom MEM WM
Ileirtall lump
5-Kin9 of Bashan
imi
MONOMO
4-Protective ditch 6-Skill .
000 WORM
8-Chart
7-Rip
EOM MOO OMMQ
11-Wan
8-Parent
124110nuter
9 Ertst
BON Mqe OMAR
13-Anglo-Sarin
.10-Quality
GB GOM MU MO
money
11 Free ticket
010300 ROO um
to-creirriction - 16-EtabylOntan
Goma umw clone
deity
15-OpersOrk
mum UOU
fabric
113Htt I tghtly
20-Affirmat00
17•Fragment
Ij,ItUOM003 mmomaa
19-Pigpen
22 Act of eroding
amina ONIA
21•Devoured
25 Bone of body
ORM MENU QUM
23-Cheer
27 Dote
27
24-Prophet
29•Petrtion
26-Native
30-Spread for
43 Parent
57 You and I
metal
drying
46-Male turkey
59 Residue
28-Nuisanoe
32 Pedal digit
48 Garden tool
60 River in
31,Pose for
34 Corded ckeh
50 Trials
Scotland
•
portrait
36-Enerny
52 Lasso
Si Compass pont
.
37 Rear of ship
33 Paddle
53 Spindle on
63 Move from side
39 Everyone
35 Regret
which wheel
to side
36-Note of scale
40 Mans
. revoke',
67 Pre A not
nic k name
38 Bragged
55-Exact
69 Negative
ACROSS-

3-L7ai
-4 Slogan

-

1 1eitrNiNg r--.2-

41 Man's

'11 10

-3-

42 Away

11

44 Man's name
45 Vessel

11
IS

7-Greenland
settlement
49 Parcel of and
51 Girl's name

iv

so omen child
56 Recent

la

29

IMILlatta==4;•:•
11111111MItA5MEMINE165:4
39
40

••••• eve
•••••
36 37
43

45

44

46

Nee

71 Lampreys
72 Tibetan

gazelle

54
59

51

.50

47

60

57

••,,,,

a

61

65

63

62

61

60

67

DOWN
71

70

1 Refuse
24.40 nickname

Distr. by ('aitod restore Syndicate. lac
„

William Gilbert Turner, father
of Mrs. Baxter (Louise ) Bilbrey
of Murray, was claimed by death
Sunday at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He was 76 years of age and a
semi-retired mail carrier. He
was a former resident of Golden
Pond, but now lived in Cadiz. He
was a member of the Liberty
Point Baptist Church in Trigg
County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Charlotte Savello Turner of
Cadiz; one daughter, Mrs.
Bilbrey of Murray; one grand-.
son, John Baxter Bilbrey of
Murray; one niece, Mrs. Glen
Bishop of Colorado Springs, Colo.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at two p.m. at the
Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz,
with Rev. Norman Ellis officiating.
Burial will be in the East End
Cemetery, Cadiz. Friends may
call at the Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz.

Murrayans Winners
In Horse Show
A PEEK AT A LEAK BEAK—A tiny leak in the fountain
at a park near Bedford, Ohio, provides a sparrow with
ow
a few beaksful of water.

Several persons from Murray
were winners in the Horse Show
held Thursday night at the
Purehase—DIstria PAIi at
Mayfield.
In the five gaited open class,
the Dr. E. C. Walter Memorial
trophy was wen by Secret
Reverie, ridden by Craig Banks
and awned by Plainview Stables,
Murray. Third place winner was
Drum Beater's Pride, owned and
ridden by Debbie Jphnson of
Murray.
Miss Johnson, riding Drum
Beater's Hi Hope, placed first
place tn the/Me vetted pleasliCer.
Fourth place went to El Capitan,
ridden and owned by Laura Todd
of Murray.
Placing fourth in the English
Pleasure was Miss Johnson
riding Drum Beater's Hi Hope.
Placing first in the three gaited
open was Phillip D., ridden by
Janet Banks, and owned by
Plainview Stables of Murray.

•
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Of Congress Dies Today

By WALTER WHITEHE_AD North Vietnamese who had
SAIGON (UPI) —A task been killed in air strikes
force of 2,500 South Vietnamese preceding the cross-border oftroops today reported killing 39 fensive west of Saigon in the
guerrilla soldiers and finding salient known as the Parrot's
the bodies of 26 others in the Beak.
guerrillas
other
first day of a new drive across Nineteen
were reported kill in the same
the border into Cambodia.
Southby
Sunday
The government soldiers area
pushed across the frontier Vietnamese troops not involved
Sunday in a campaign to keep in the new push across the borHighway 1 between Saigon and der. Allied losses, spokesmen
Phnom Penh open. The thrust said, were five men killed and
brought to about 20,000 the five wounded.
number of South Vietnamese Officials reports from Phnom
light fighting
troops operating in Cambodia. Penh listed
Commanders on the scene elsewhere in Cambodia, with
reported light overall fighting Cambodian troops trying for
but said one battalion of the third week to drive North
off
the
units
rangers, backed by air and Vietnamese
artillery strikes, killed 39 Kirirom Plateau 56 miles westguerrillas after crossing the southwest of Phnom Penh on
border southeast of the Cambo- the deepwater port at Kompong
dian town of Kompong Trabec. Som.
South Vietnamese losses In Military spokesmen said
the fight we?e put at eight American units In Vietnam
wounded, with government encountered no significant retroops reporting 19 Communist sistance in patrols Sunday. A
soldiers captured along with 11 20-round mortar attack against
weapons. No Americans were the headquarters of the U.S. 1st
Air Cavalry Division 36 miles
involved in the drive.
Other troopers in the South north of Saigon caused light
Vietnamese push found the casualties. Six flights of B52 bombers
bodies of 26 Viet Cong and
came in overnight to hammer

Rep.
WASHINGTON UPI)
Michael J. Kirwan, 0-Ohio,
of
second oldest member
Congress who since 1937 doled
out billions of dollars of "pork
barrel" water projects and
campaign funds, died today.
Kirwan, 83, had been in
failing health for several years.
He died at Bethesda Naval
Medical Center where he had
been hospitalized since June,
1969, with a broken vertebra
suffered in a fall at the
University Club here where he
lived.
He also was a diabetic and
left the hospital infrequently to
visit his Capitol Hill office.
Kirwan, born Dec. 2, 1886,
ranking
seventh
the
was
member in House seniority.
Only Rep. William L. Dawson,
1)-Ill., seven months Kirwan's
senior, was older than he.
He is survived by his widow,
Alice; two sons; one daughter,
and 21 grandchildren.
suspected Communist infiltration routes all along the
Cambodian and Laotian borders. Military spokesmen reported additional strikes in the
two neighboring nations.

SAIISEACTiGn GUARANTIED

Buildings in the shoppin
north of Tom's Pizza
going up.

Construction on the MSU
progressing with the ne
dorm nearing completior
Fine Arts addition conti
go up. New classroom bu
the top floor now.

A small Toad on the side.
night and his grand dad
the gravel of the drivev

Don't re-freeze meat,
freeze meat. We've he
for years. We had some
had thawed out which we
Barbecued them last e%
the grill and they taste

argest Selection
We've ever shown!
New 1970-71 styles and
fabrics In each group!

EVERY Coat specially purchased
and Sale Priced for this Great
Annual Sale!
Shop Early ... be the first to select your coat
in the price gi yap you prefer. Choice or a
TRUCKLOAD of WINTER COATS. Unusually
large selection in each group. .. everyone
the newest and smartest in styles and fabric
$3999
$2499
$2999
$4999

It was two years ago when there
were none at all and Squirrels
died by the thousands over a wide
area. They migrated from one
place to another in search of food.
Fed ours ear corn.
Several nice folks met over the
past weekend at the Calloway
Invitational.

Wayne Doran says to specify that
our new grill is a natural gas
grill. It is and we did.

Other Fur Trimmed Winter Coats to '89"

Miss Clara Eagle in the other
day, looking well.

I

Jim Boone says heehas trimmed
his weight by several pounds.

SI7T

!DAYS

sva

A
report on the conditions in
Cuba in Sunday's Commercial.
Everything is rationed and in
short supply. Some non-existent.
.Such items as dust cloths for
Instance are unobtainable.
People have to take their own
containers to stores when they
can find something.
Good
ixampte of how beautiful communism is.

ANINIOmA,

Dwain Taylor Chevrole
new building moving
completion across fron
Jeff's.

Wood
Two Downy
clinging to the side of
Oak. And two Yellow
Flickers on the side of
Hickory.

Although the supply of nuts and
acorns seems to be ample this
year, we apparently do not have
the bumper crop we had last
year. Our Hard Head Hickory
has a number of nuts on it and the
Scaly Bark quite a few. Last year
however they both were loaded.
We notice plentx of Acorns so the
fireffiabir have
enough for the winter.

AA..,....A•110auSWWW.:

Guy asked his wife if
having an affair with ai
pilot. She replied "No

Driving along the 1
yesterday and we sr
Rabbit at the side of I
nibbling on the grass.
still there after we pass
him in the rear view m

Crepe Myrtle in full bloom It can
Lake this hot weather well.

2-7 :. , *01 the 11471111B$C. ,

Seen.&He
Around
Murray

Lady says one way tc
crime in the streets is
the sidewalks.

(Continued From Page 1)
he would have handled the
situation. Sport would have gone
crashing though the underbrush
and would either have run the
Rabbit down or almost to the
brink of it.

Quiet does it
NEW YORK (UPI) — When
crosoing fences,hunters should
avoitttwonging 'the wires. The
strands act 0 telegraphs and
pheasant/1 :WO yards away will

United Press Ini

Fellow says he ate mwc
when Lyndon Johns
president. He had his o
then.

SEEN & HEARD . . .

HELSINKI (UPI) — Cancer
kills 7,500 Finns annually, says
the Cancer Research Institute.
The Institute says every,.fifth
Fine out of the country's 5
million population could ex.
pect to have some,form of cancer during hie lifetime. •
. •• •

The Prima.
Source of IsIc
In Murray a
Calloway Coi

Library will move soon
new building on Main sl

LERMANS

Lerman's Murray Store, starting Tuesday, the 28th of July, and
continuing for 10 days, thru Saturday the 8th day of August!

SELECT EARLY. . . DEPOSIT WILL HOLD YOUR SELECTION
ON CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY
THESE SMART FABRICS ...

MANY WITH FUR TRIMMING .

tseautiful wool tweeds, friezes,
100 per cent cashmeres,
lustrosas, fun furs, nubbies and
others. Rich colors and patterns.

Caneetriii rudasid

23

'
2
'U
40

58 St or
59 Stick to
62 Sttich
64 Man's nickname 42

65 BfshoprK
66 Single item
68 Poker stake
70 Pronoun

17
.
0.
00

Second Oldest Member

New Drive Into Cambodia
By S. Vietnamese Begins

13

16
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Mrs. Bilbrey's
Father Succumbs

IVSIA— i'V
Channel I

Claimed 5

TIMEs

Furs sure to add beauty and
comfort.
Luxurious moutons
(sheared lamb), mink, tip lamb,
French rabbit, others.

1

Petites • Missy • Junior • Half Sizes
Choose midi, Maxi and Regular Lengths

LERMANS

BAN KAM ER I CAR

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

ION

'

•
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Callon)
ASC Coy

Calloway County fan
soon have the opport
nominate by petition a

— for Ase commonny ee
posts. The nominatizi
will begin toaay are
August 17.
"This year we hope fa

Funds F
Plaque I
Be Rais

Kentucky State Troo
Turner has started a
raise funds to purchase
in memory of formei
Cohen Stubblefield. TI
will be placed in the
County Court House.

Turner said that forme
Stubblefield was elected
the office of sheriff of
County and that his
should be perpetuated
manner. "Sheriff Stt
contributed much to
practice
forcement
procedures in Calloway
Turner continued, "al
that many eoIe will
make a contribution to
purchase ancrerect this
The plaque will c
likeness of Sheriff Sti
and also some coinme
words.
Location points who
will be collected will
nounced at a later date.
Turner said that he he
the many people who ap
Sheriff Stubblefield wil
contribution to this fun

Sheriff Stubblefield
away last week after
illness. He was electo
position of sheriff two ti
of two persons to n)
achievement

